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Hillary Clinton Replaces Dobelle As President
husband would be joining her
in her move to Hartford,
Whistleblower
Rodham Clinton refused to
comment. Aides later stated
that a final decision had not
Ending months of speculabeen reached, but it is expected
tion concerning her plans folthat Rodham Clinton will relowing the end of her husband's
side in the President's House
presidency, First Lady Hillary
while Bill lives off campus near
Rodham Clinton announced in
the Kappa House.
a Friday press conference that
she will assume the presidency
Discussing her plans for Trinof Trinity College in Fall 2001.
ity College, Rodham Clinton
stated, "I believe Evan has done
Until last week, national mea wonderful job leading the studia believed that Rodham
dents, faculty and administraClinton was preparing to camtion of the college. But I will put
paign for a New York Senate seat
the Liberal back into the liberal
being vacated in 2000. Explainarts, and make this a college
ing her decision for not running,
worth attending."
Rodham Clinton cited a CNNNY Times Poll that estimated 78
President Clinton appeared
percent of New Yorkers felt New
via satellite during the press
York City Mayor Rudolph
conference. Expressing support
Giuliani would kick her ass in
for his wife's decision, he stated,
theelection. "Look, if they want
"Trinity College is a wonderful
a racist, ignorant, authoritarian
institution. Evan has explained
for a Senator, that's their Hillary Clinton announces that she will assume the
how the students work and play
Presidency
of
Trinity
College
in
January
2001.
business...those aren't the kind
hard, and that's a philosophy I
of people I want to represent," she will bring tremendous en- tency drug Viagra. "We may be could really get behind. Trinity
Rodham Clinton stated.
ergy to the position, and I wish at opposite ends of the political has some of the most intelligent
Also present at the press con- her all the best." Discussing his spectrum, but impotence cuts and best looking co-eds in the
ference was current Trinity plans after leaving Trinity^ across party lines. Together country, and I'm looking forPresident Evan Dobelle. "I've Dobelle announced that he Bob and I will advocate a bipar- ward to making contact with
known Hillary for a number would be joining former Senate tisan solution to sexual dys- each and every one of them."
years, since we were both Re- Majority Leader Bob Dole in function"
One student expressed conWh^nasked whgtherher
publicans. I am confident that promoting the sexual impg# l
BY DEEP THROAT

TRINrrYCOIXEGE

on campus, stating, "Am I the
only one worried? 1 am an attractive young woman, and I
don't think he would be able to
control himself around me."
Another student added, "Will it
still be safe to wear my party
pants to the Party Barn?"
In addition to assuming the
responsibilities of the presidency, Rodham Clinton plans to
teach a first-year seminar entitled "Standing By Your Man:
How to Endure Public Humiliation After Your Bastard of a
Husband Cheats on You." Her
husband will also be teaching
a senior seminar in the
Women's Studies Department
called, "Redefining Sexual Ethics for the 21st Century: It Ain't
Immoral If It's Oral."
Commenting on bringing the
liberal First Lady to Trinity, the
President of the College Republicans stated, "It's not that 1 don't
support her, but discussing
plans to abolish our organization is going a bit too far. I mean,
it's not our fault that her husband was impeached by Congress. I'm very afraid that her
presidency will become a totalitarian regime advocating liberal ideologies,"»

Milosevic Named New Director Of Project 2002
The Pentagon Responds By Asking For NATO A irstrikes Against Strategic Sites On Campus
Master Plan, which now includes relocation of all freshs JL Famous Trinity Alum/
man to the North Campus
^ Ex-Tripod Editor
Internment Center.
Lame-duck SGA President
In a surprise announcement, William Mahoney '99 believes
Yugoslov President Slobodan this action will grant seniors the
Milosevic was named the new land which is rightfully theirs.
Executive Director of Trinity's "Of course some people will be
Project 2002.
inconvenienced," said Mahoney,
Milosevic replaces Jim "but when we're through, TrinMullen, who recently defected ity will be the model Liberal
to be Chancellor of the Hartford Arts republic in this region."
Trinity President Evan
Liberation Army (HLA).
According a Trinity press re- Dobelle said, "Mr. Milosevic has
lease, Milosevic was hired based made some mistakes in the past,
on his "ten years of experience but his credentials are outwith neighborhood revitaliza- standing. His reputation as a
tion in the former Yugoslavia." ruthless war monger and murIn his new position, Milosevic derer does not signal a change
will be charged with imple- to our mission in the commumenting the first stages of the nity. Besides, this hiring will
BY GEORGE F. WILL

provide Trinity with the kind of concerned about possible hupress that money simply can't man rights abuses at Trinity,
buy."
and urged all students to wear
Many members of the Trinity blue jeans or black party pants
Community were outraged by in protest.
the hiring, especially considerVice President for Student
ing it occurred over Spring Services Sharon Herzberger,
Break.
Chair of the Search Committee,
"It's scandalous," said Ameri- claimed that she has heard no
can Studies professor Jerry negative reaction from students
Watts,
about Milosevic and would not
"The hiring of Slobodan comment on the record about
Milosevic certainly puts the dis- the hiring.
appearance of Dean of Faculty
Later, in a carefully crafted
Raymond Baker in a new light," statement, Herzberger said, "I
said History professor Eugene look forward to working with
Leach.
Mr. Milosevic on the alcohol
Janet from ConnPirg was policy, housing policy, and is-

sues with the Health Center."
In his first action as Executive
Director, Milosevic nullified the
results of Thursday's SGA elections, and appointed Mahoney
President for life. Milosevic also
officially closed the border between Trinity and Frog Hollow,
setting up armed checkpoints
on Summit Street and Allen
Place.
U.S Secretary of State
Madeline Albright quickly denounced the hiring of Milosevic
and called upon NATO to authorize military action against
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FROM THE GREAT UNWASHED
I Have Dr. Armageddon
Number three, the anarchy
infected lair and office of The
As you fools were partying Liepod, which bulges on this
and making merry last week- campus like a festering boil,
end 1 put my genius to work and shall be torched and burned. As
kidnapped your beloved Dr. Ar- the flames climb high into the
mageddon. That's right, you night sky Trinity will be puriwill never see or hear from him fied of their retched stench of
again unless Trinity meets my anti-authoritananism.
Number four, the old Liepod
demands. 1 promise no harm
will come to him if you follow a office shall be replaced with the
few very easy steps.
Project 2002 Office, also known
Number one, you will leave as The Trinity Information Min$1,000,000 in a large plain istry (TIM). The new space will
brown shopping bag in the be perfect for this group to carry
form of small unmarked bills out its mission to help Trinity
under the tricolored flag on and the outside world better relate to each other. Over the past
Vernon Street.
Number two, since The Lie- few years TIM has worked tirepod has so recently become the lessly to institute the Strategic
voice of unwarranted rebellion Plan. TIM will expand until its
and bolshevism, we demand glorious task is fulfilled and all
The Mosaic be named the new is homogenized.
official school publication. The
If these demands are met, Dr.
Mosaic presents a more honest Armageddon will be returned
appraisal of the Trinity com- immediately and with out
munity than The Liepod's in- harm, or else you will find his
surrectionist intellectuals. In impaled boy on the Bishop.
fact, it would be most appreciated if someone voluntarily Sincerely,
burned it down.
Leslie Craine
To the Editor:

Ian "Che" Lang'99

Jennifer "Vladimir" Antoniazzi '99

MISUNDERSTOOD VICTIM

EL CAPITAN

LIARS
Kristen "Mao" Burns '02 Renay "Fidel" Smallcomb '01

Rocio "Jean d'Arc" Herrera '99

WE DON'T KNOW WHAT THEY DO, EITHER
Dan "Idi" Bennan '01 Devin "Margaret Thatcher" Pharr '00

THE THIEF
Chad "Josef M. Bennett '00

UNINFORMED RANTS
fames "Karl" Griffith '99 Andrew "Robespierre" Weiss'01

His WIFE
Andrew "Pol Pot" Pearl '02

THE COOK

WNBAFANHS

H E R LOVERS

Colin "Augustus" Ruane '01 Stark "Spartacus" Tovmend '01

John "Top" Akin '01 Owen "CromvxWTripp '01

POP CULTURE REPORTING
Beth "Stonewall" Gilligan '01 Virginia "Lee" Lacefield W

SHE KILLED AROUND TRINITY

Katherine "Nero" Khnber '02

PORNSTARS

Katie "Saddam" Bryant'01

Andrew "Subcommander Marcos" Shepard '01

ANCIENT MEMORIES: Ernesto C. "Ho Chi Minh" Anguilia'99, Julianna "H Duce" Bogdanski '99,

Jason "Washington" Gabriele '99, Lisa " Thomas Paine" Harrison '99, Katie "Kane" Kurz '99
SPEL TCHECKERZ: Brian "Quadaffi"Price '99, Terry "Yasir" Rijkin '99, Justin "Khomeni" Smith

'99

An Apology
It is with our greatest and intense and should not be
deepest sincerity that we made light of. Just ask Dr.
would like to take this oppor- Jerry Springer, whose infortunity to apologize to the com^ mative psychological broadmunity. It seems that many casting has brought an
people misinterpreted our understanding to the rest of
headline in last week's article this world on the to
pic.
on "alfefr abductions enrikled,
"Probe Me, Baby!"
our lack of judgment and disUplifting The Less Fortunate
We
did
not
intend
to
decretion,
but we would like to
[ have been a lifelong reader of The Liepod and felt recently like 1 should react to certain
mean the seriousness of the offer an explanation: our ediconvictions I have heard expressed at Trinity. Therefore, I bought the Opinion section in topic with such a trite head- tor-in-chief forced us to use
order to ensure that my voice was heard.
line. The wealth of documen- the headline, explaining that
, 1 am hurt and disappointed over the reaction against sweatshop labor. Why are people so tary evidence on the subject when he was abducted, the
upset over this concept? We're really helping people over there. Our more primitive dark- ("Alien Autopsy," "Men In aliens repeated that phrase to
skinned brothers and sisters need to catch up to America's accomplishments in industrial- Black," and "The X-Files") war- him until he allowed them to
ization. 1 mean, these people still live in huts, for God's sake. 1 cannot sit by, as a humanitarian, ranted a more sober headline, probe him. He assumed that
but our intention was one of was a common experience
and in good conscience watch them destroy themselves with ignorance.
among abductees.
We tried sending missionaries in the past, but that hasn't seemed to work. They still cling irony, not mockery.
The
trauma
of
being
probed
to their pagan ways and I've found the most efficient way of converting people to Western
industrialism is simply to force them into it. It hurts me more than it does them, believe me. by alien doctors and extrater- Sincerely,
restrial sadists is apparently The Liepod Editors
I've never been to Indonesia, I admit, but the government has assured me that they are

doing everything by the book. The hours may be long, but there is a need. Only through
hard work can salvation be found. Besides, we all like hand-crafted clothing more anyway.
Do you want to lose that Nike quality you've gotten used to?
There are many subtle intricacies of the Western culture that these people need to learn
to compete in the global economy. The "high-intensity culturalization centers," as I prefer
to call them, offer the kind of rigorous training in the nuances of our culture. They learn
about our history through the use of slightly archaic labor practices like beatings for insolence. Eventually, they may even be ready for unionization, but that remains to be seen.
Gender relations are taught. The women already have achieved that glowing malnurished
look we have found to be so attractive in the female gender, So you see, we are really
progressives and you protesters are the hard-line conservatives.
I am not asking for censorship of free speech. I believe in America and business. I love
America. I simply wanted to explain my point of view to that loud but vocal minority that
does not seem to understand the tough but forward-thinking and education-based system
we are setting up for our cultural inferiors. We want to help and come in peace. God bless.
The Trinity Liepod is pu b lished.
The Liepod office is located in the crawl space above your bed and you snore.
Address all correspondence to: The New York Times,
23987 Main St., Somewherevi I le, Indonesia.
Visit our v/ebsite at v/wvi.edu.edu/imwatchingyou/liepod.
Subscribe to TheLiepod: $K for 987 issues (1 trimester), $Qfor a bunch of blank pages every week,
$<*> for timely home delivery (which means it will only be two months late)
Wd IBJ-I-I'f^oEfi ©0&tji> „' dV" n ef0]i>(transliteration available on request)

Yo'Momma
(900) 69-Hot Pants

Hades
666

Letters to The Trinity Liepod must be received by 6:59 AM on the Monday before publication or we
make them up and attribute them to you anyway. Letters should be addressed to The Mosaic. The Liepod
will only publish letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality.
Otherwise, we get bored and beat the hell out of a three-legged blind puppy.
All letters reflect the views and opinions of Nike, Inc. The editors of The Liepod are now working in a
factory in Indonesia. Please help us! They're hitting us with rubber hoses. Wait...they're coming! Oh, God,
no, not the jumper cables! We're gonna d-[transmission terminated].
. •• ,.
To lose your identity:
•MAIL: YOU don't really care 'E-MAIL: pknight@mail.trincoll.edu' ',
• INTERNET: www.taliban.com
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Why We Love You
There are so many reasons to be happy! Hot summer days, ice
cream, cute puppy dogs, dimples, Shirly Temple, and long walks
back to your room on Sunday mornings. How much do we love
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President Evan Dobelle
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Trinity Welcomes WarFormer NYPD Officers Join
Criminal To Campus Campus Safety Department
BY BOBBY SIMONE

NYPD Blue

Armed Campus Safety officers monitor student uprisings
outside of Mather Hall. Pictures like these are leading NATO
to consider airstrikes against Trinity in the near future.
continued from cover page
percent believe Trinity is a
Trinity. In a Washington news women's college in Washington.
conference, Albright said, "TrinAdministration officials have
ity has been unwilling to nego- been working with Campus
tiate for some time, and the Safety officers on a plan to withUnited States believes that stand airstrikes. Trinity had the
airstrikes are the only option.
foresight to install bunkers in
"It is obvious that the use of Northam Towers, Cook and
force is the only way to get Goodwin/Woodward when
Dobelle to pay attention to Trin- those dorms were renovated
last summer.
ity students," Albright added.
President Clinton, addressing
The Liepod has also learned
the nation on television, said, that the Pentagon believes that
"the United States will not stand Trinity is preparing to build an
down until Mr. Milosevic and anti-aircraft battery on the
Mr. Dobelle allow the freshmen ..south side of campus between
to return to their dorms and re- Funston and MCEC. Trinity ofinstates the democratically ficials, however, maintain that
elected SGA President."
they are building a dormitory
ytfhile Clinton has Congres- for students, and say that any
sional support for airstrikes, NATO attack would harm the
questions abound about people they say they're helping.
whether he has an "exit stratIn addition, Dobelle and
egy" or if ground troops will be Milosevic have recruited stunecessary. A Liepod-MTV News dents to act as human shields to
poll showed that 57 percent of protect campus buildings. EthAmericans support airstrikes
Fresideht Dot
againstTrinJt__
support sending ground Summit Street compound, St.
troops to Frog Hollow. In addi- Anthony's Hall, and the Crestion, 34 percent thought Trinity cent Street Headquarters of
is a university in Texas, and 10 Project 2002.

The
JEANS OR PARTY PANTS?

In order to combat the drastic rise in on-campus shootings
this year, the Department of
Campus Safety has hired four
new officers from the New York
Police Department.
The new officers, Kenneth
Boss, Sean Carroll, Edward
McMellon and Richard Murphy
were dismissed from the NYPD
following the controversial February shooting death of
Amadou Diallo.
The officers currently face 25
years to life in prison for the
shooting, but Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly doesn't
think that will hamper their effectiveness on campus. Duties
will include patrolling the perimeter of campus for suspicious persons, reconnaissance,
and surveillance.
"These four particular recruits have demonstrated the
qualities we value in Campus
Safety off icers—that 'shoot now,
ask questions later' attitude is
just what we need at Trinity,"
said Kelly.
The hiring of four of New
York's Finest is a direct result of
concerns stated following the
shooting of a delivery person on
Summit Street 23 days ago. The
administration believes that

A NYPD cruiser patrofs the quad in front of the library.
Officials hope that a greater police presence will stop the
drastic increase of on-campus shootings.
hiring officers with such a controversial track record will
serve to frighten and sedate the
student body into submission.
President Dobelle, acting after several parents voiced their
concerns about student safety,
said, "now no one can accuse us
of ignoring student concerns
about Campus Safety.
"1 personally have always believed that it takes a policestate
to further liberal arts education," Dobelle added.
Several community and mi-
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Rocco Ravishes Prague (XXX).
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Sun., Apr. 18

2:30 AM

(1999) Rocco Siffredi takes pride in making some of the dirtiest porn on the planet, getting
beautiful European women to perform some of the dirtiest acts of debauchery not only for him
but for the camera too. Many have criticized some of his directing techniques for his actors, but
he insists that his experimental styles of in-in-out-in which breaks from the more traditional
in and out of the industry will start a revolution. Pound for pound the best sex film this year, the
opening scene which features Devil's food cake and an apple corer, is sure to win Best Group or
Anal Scene at next years Adult Video Awards. 137 min.

Mommy Long Legs (Not Rated)
Pump & Circumstance (XXXX)
THOMAS JOHNSON,
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
CHAIRMAN

nority organizations expressed
concerns about bringing four
trigger-happy individuals to
campus.
A ranking member of the
Multicultural Affairs Council
(MAC), who wished to remain
anonymous, said, "I'm extremely disappointed in the
school's decision to hire these
four officers. MAC believes that
the administration is clearly
overreacting to the concerns of
the elite and ignoring the worries of multicultural students."

Fri. & Sat., Apr. 16 & 17 All night long

For the truly hard to please this video-duo features something for everyone. In the first film the
viewer is presented with nine pairs of legdoms best and brightest, highlighted by Maxine
Legroom's retina-wrenching gastrocnemii. Beautifully complemented by the second feature prepare to study up on your anatomy in ways Gray's Anatomy never could. 200 min.

"We'll let students wear
them for a year, and
then see how it's
working out."

Compiled By Eliot Ness and some drunken Care Bears

The Office of Student Services, The Women's Center, and the Class of 2002 proudly present

IAN LANG '99

"I refuse to participate
in any activity which
includes over five
percent of the Trinity
population."

The Grand Re-Opening Of

THE
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FREEBODY
SHOTS WITH
THIS AD!!!

• This message sponsored by the Thmt$ tollege Office of Public Relations

Friday, April 16,1999
"We don't serve minors" —Marty Trial
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Hamilton Announces Decision To Transfer To Trinity
UConn All-American Ends Questioning With A
Shocking Decision Which Rocks Camp Trin Trin
•% B Y U C O N N JACK
ir

' Informed Idiot

There has been a staggering
sense of pride which has engulfed Connecticut since
UConn's nail-biter victory over
heavily favored Duke in last
week's NCAA championship
basketball game. The win gave
UConn its first ever National
Title, and helped end years of
pain which the state has felt in
terms of its athletic prowess.
With the loss of the Hartford
Whalers and the New England
Blizzard, this state has been
yearning for athletic glory for
years on end. That pain finally
came to an end with UConn's
win.and now it appears that the
bright light of success will now
shine down directly on Trinity,
as stunning developments in
the world of college basketball
were announced over the weekend.
Richard Hamilton, the
UConn junior who led their
basketball team to victory in
the NCAA Tournament, gathering MVP honors to gs-with his'
already impressive resume, has
made the decision to transfer
and spend his final year of collegiate play asa Trinity Bantam.
There had been significant
questioning as to whether or
riot Hamilton would return for
his senior year at UConn, or if

he would leave early to pursue
his sure-fire millions as an NBA
draft pick. The world got its
answer this weekend, with this
incredible announcement
which has sent Shockwaves
through the Trinity campus,
and has all but assured Trinity
of boasting its first ever NBA
alum.
Reached for comment,
Hamilton reasoned his decision
with the following statement.
"I've seen what Coach
Ogrodnick has done with this
Bantam team, and 1 want to be

announcement. Sales of the
Number 32 Trinity basketball
jerseys with "Hamilton" on the
back have been flying off the
shelves at the bookstore, and
CBS has already contacted
President Dobelle in an effort to
secure a multimillion dollar
television contract with the
school, The buzz around Ferris
Athletic Center has been astound ing over the pas t few days,
and the demand for tickets to
games has reached new heights.
"We've already begun plans
for a new gymnasium to hold

"...Duke and Kentucky are good, but there's
really no comparison when you look at
Trinity's grueling schedule against Colby
and Bowdoin."
a part of that. Sure we just won
the National Title, and yes all
the national media attention is
nice, but I think it's time that I
experience the feel of a small
college basketball program in
order to fully develop my skills.
Let's face it, Duke and Kentucky
are good, but there's really no
comparison when you look at
Trinity's grueling schedule
against Colby and Bowdoin.
Trinity basketball is where 1 can
complete my game before moving on to the NBA."
Shocked, yet thrilled Trinity
fans immediately came out to
voice their joy over Hamilton's

the tens of thousands of spectators we now expect for home
games, and we have already begun marketing Trinity merchandise to Foot Locker stores
across the country," said
Dobelle. "Truly, this is a milestone for the school."
"Look, I just want to play
here," said Hamilton in defense
of his decision. "I know some
might not understand, but I just
think I can fit into Coach's strategy, and I feel confident in my
ability to play in the NESCAC."
And so a new era will begin
for Trinity this coming winter
when Hamilton puts on that

Thrilled to be a Bantam: Richard
Hamilton tries out the new threads.

blue and gold jersey for the first
time. Perhaps the former
UConn star can keep up with
the likes of Bates and Wesleyan,
and that remains to be seen.

UCONN.EDU

One thing is for sure, however,
and that is that the students at
UConn will not be Trinity's biggest fans come winter time in
Storrs.

Tripod Sports To Recieve Journalism Award
Editors Recognized For Excellence In Collegiate Sports Journalism
• newspaper can't cry and when
you don't want it around you
God of Pimps
can just stuff it in a drawer.
Even though I am already a
Looking back on my time as father to many children around
co-editor of the Tripod's Sports the world (mainly East Asia),
section this semester, there are this was my first domestic prega few special moments that nancy, so I was pretty drunk.,1
stick out in mind that make me mean proud. I remember it like
want to say, "Damn kid, I am it was yesterday. 1 was in Mather
good!".
and I picked up the paper and
Like the time I "convinced" saw the words: Women's Basketsome kid on the Long Walk to ball Fights On. Immediately, I
cover women's hockey and found the editor-in-chief across
didn't even have to use the old the room and I gave him a "high"if you don't, I'll tell everyone on ten" as we both jumped in the
campus you use Herbal Es- air in unison.
sences shampoo." And how
1 thought that was the end of
whenever 1 have a contest under the immense joy that I felt when
FanFare and no one responds covering Women's Basketball. I
for the prize, 1 always somehow knew I did an above average job
"find" a lonely thirty pack on covering the Lady Bants season
the way back to my room ask- during the winter, going to each
ing me to drink it. The better game on the road with the team,
nights are when a thirty of Co- getting great quotes from Coach
rona shows up and 1 refuse to Pine, and hanging out in the
drink it until it does an imper- locker room after practice to get
sonation of Cheech Marin for a more "intimate" look at who
me. I mean.no, that doesn't hap- these women really were. And
pen, I wasjust checkin' the specs by the way, among the many
on the rotor, gerter...I'm retarded. inspiring moments 1 witnessed
But among all my memories while "getting to know" the
this semester, the one moment women's basketball team, I
that sticks out most is the day I learned a little lesson that I
got my first proud look at the think should be shared with all
one issue that I refer to as "My sports teams regarding personal
Baby". Unlike a real baby, "My hygiene. That lesson: There are
Baby" is better for two reasons: a other ways to bring a team
BY AUGUSTUS

closer together than using a
communal "team deodorant
stick".
Little did I know that my
time spent extensively covering
Trinity's women's basketball
team would get me an award.
But hey, like I said, "Damn kid, I
am good!" On April 21st, I will
travel to Washington, D.C. to attend the 28th annual Young
Journalists Convention where I
will proudly accept the award
for Excellence in Sports Journalism. This is indeed an honor.

ington which consisted of current journalists and editors
from the country's most prominent newspapers, I already
knew which one of my issues
would shine the brightest. I'm
happy to announce that "My
Baby" won me an award!
I knew our coverage of the
Squash and Men's Basketball
seasons was nothing compared
to my coverage of Women's Basketball. 1 have nothing against
Squash or Basketball, but everyone knows you just don't see the

"To say the least, 1 am extremely happy
to receive this great award, and I just
hope that 1 don't embarass the whole
Trinity community when I go up on stage
to accept it"
To be recognized for my relentless pursuit of perfection every
week here at the Tripod is something that even Rudy Guliani
can't take away from me. Tosay
the least, 1 am extremely happy
to receive this great award and
just hope that I don't embarrass
the whole Trinity community
when I go up on stage to accept
it.
When I sent a few of what I
thought were my best issues
down to a committee in Wash-

same level of performance you
see at a women's basketball
game. Dunking? Please. What's
more graceful than an underhanded three-pointer?
On my trip down to Washington, Coach Pine and the
Women's Basketball team will
be in my mind and my heart.
And just in case I get distracted
on the flight down (one word:
stewardess) I have created a collage which includes pictures of
every member of the 1998-99

Women's Basketball team and
special snapshots that I "found"
while in the air vent system
above the women's locker room.
And Coach Pine actually
bought the "oh, I'm just a talking squirrel looking for a nut I
lost in the vent system" bit.
I won't just take out the collage on occasion when I get sentimental, no way. I will be
wearing a t-shirt on the trip
with a picture of the whole team
on the front. And the back will
read: "The Future Of The
WNBA". Pretty bad-ass. If you
want to know anything about
the Trinity Women's Basketball
team, you're going to the guy
wearing the shirt with their picture on it.
I would like to thank Coach
Pine and the Women's Basketball team for their inspiration,
without which I would never
have won this award. I feel like
I'll always be a part of your team,
even with this restraining order
thing going on. Finally, I would
also like to thank Norm, the
custodian at the Ferris Athletic
Center for helping me look for
my watch in the air vent above
the women's locker room every
week. And Norm, keep those air
vents clean, just in case I happen to "lose" my watch up there
again this semester.
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Student Body Elects New SGA Officers Trinity
In the first contested election in two years, Fugett chosen as SGA President
Proposes
Alliance
With FLA
Bv RENAY SMALLCOMB

News Editor

Last Thursday on April 8, the
Trinity student body elected the
leadership of the Student Government Association (SGA).
With a high percentage of the
student body voting, students
selected a new SGA President,
filled the newly created position of Vice President of Activities, and approved continued
support of ConnPIRG.
43 percent of the student .
body voted in Thursday's election and SGA President Bill
Mahoney '99 noted this was the
highest level of participation in
two years. He attributed the
larger than normal turnout to
the fact that students were votANDYSHEPARD
ing in a contested presidential Alain Davis, Ethan Kravitz, Marisa Eddy, J. Russell Fugett, and Darrfck
Mello
celebrate
their
election
to
the
SGA's
leadership
positions.
election.
J. Russell Fugett '01 was from the student body, and I student body. It's definitely students feel needs to be adelected to the position of SGA want them to feel they have an time for someone else to take dressed by the student governPresident with 69 percent of the important role in student gov- over, and I'm glad that Russell ment.
student body supporting him. ernment. I want to keep student will be the one."
In the race for Vice-President
Fugett attributed his victory to government visible to the stuFugett plans to continue of Finance, Darrick Mello '01
the time he spent campaigning, dent body. I know that I can't SGA's work on preserving Read- ran against Ben Cella '01, and
stating, "I tried to meet as many satisfy everybody, but I intend ing Week, noting that it has secured die position with 55
people as 1 could, and I ex- to keep an open mind."
only temporarily been saved. percent of the vote. Marisa
plained my exrieriej^^Jld^,
M& also hopes to iavoly&iWGAO -Eddy-'Olfafefe rem tmccftttsted
ideas to anyone, who was' wilt-' cions for the position, Mahoney with SGA's work with Reading for the position of Executive
ing to listen."
stated, "I think Russell will be a Week and create a faculty-stu- Vice-President.
Fugett also emphasized, "I good President...he has an abil- dent joint agenda. He also plans
Alain Davis '02 ran unconplan to keep students involved ity to assess a situation and pro- to improve the advising system tested for Vice-President of
and informed. I want to hear ceed in the best interest of the at Trinity, an issue which many
see SGA on page seven

Campus Safety Examines Security Issues
BY KRISTEN BURNS

News Editor

Following recent criminal
activity on and adjacent to the
Trinity campus, questions were
raised as to the effectiveness of
current security policies. In a
student forum held after the
March 21 shooting of a food delivery man on Summit Street,
some community members
called for a reinforcement of security measures. Suggestions
made at the meeting included
the arming of Campus Safety
officers and the construction of
walls around the campus to be
accessed only with the use of a
Trinity ID card.
Dr. Sharon Herzberger, Vice
President for Student Services,
expressed disapproval regarding the building of a wall
around Trinity grounds, stating, "By taking this action, we
would not be eliminating the
majority of the risks" which
have traditionally faced this
campus since a significant
amount of crime originated intema-lly. Herzberger also spoke
of the negative logistical consequences that would accompany
this measure, stating, "We have
to be rational about this issue.
There are many guests that we
invite to campus, and delivery
people" with business here who
would be inconvenienced by

effect on the outcome of the
event. "We would rather put our
money, effort, and training into
things we know are effective,"
Herzberger continued.
At press time, there were no
leads in either of the March
crimes. Hartford Police Detective Neville Brooks, investigat- •
ing the Lower Long Walk
assault, informed Kelly that all
previous leads were exhausted.
"The longer the time that passes,
the harder it becomes to solve
the crime," explained Kelly. A
credit card was taken from the
victim and used after the crime.
However, the store destroyed the
FILE PHOTO
surveillance films of the transResponding to concerns of students, Campus Safety
action before they were reofficers work to increase their visibility on campus.
quested by the Hartford Police.
I am against guns, but criminals .
When Campus Safety was
such a construction.
According to Brian Kelly, Di- are not going to be intimidated last informed, the unidentified
rector of Campus Safety, by a Campus Safetyoff icer who victim of the Summit Street
Trinity's security force was is only carrying mace. I think shooting was recuperating outcomprised of 21 officers prior to that in this case it might be a side of Hartford. The owner of
the March 21 shooting and the good idea to arm the officers," a vehicle thought to be involved
in the incident refused to talk
March 9 assault of a senior stu- stated Beth Landry'02.
Herzberger and Kelly quessee SAFETY on page seven
dent on the Lower Long Walk.
Each officer received forty tioned the necessity and the imhours of training, and partici- plications of providing guns to
pated in a two week program in Campus Safety officers.
which they accompanied a Herzberger stated, "Arming our
News
.pg.6
more experienced officer on the officers is not a good idea bejob. For defense, officers are cause accidents do happen. I
Opinion....
.pg.2
armed with OC Spray, a mace- don't know what that would
Features
.pg. 13
like substance, and handcuffs. accomplish. Brian Kelly has
Community members ex- looked at the history of inciIn the Features section,
pressed concern about the effec- dents" and determined that in:
two
Tripod editors discuss
tiveness of such, limited no case would an armed Cam
their
Parisian adventures.
defensive measures. "Normally, pus Safety officer have had an

F>{ B Y S A R A H JOYCE
?

News Writer

At the initiative of President
Dobelle, Trinity recently announced its intention to join a
growing number of colleges
and universities around the
country by becoming involved
with the Fair Labor Association
(FLA). The FLA holds companies responsible for the conditions in which their products
are manufactured and for the
conditions under which employees operate in the working
environment.
Small institutions such as
Trinity are limited in the influence they can exert over manufacturers. Joining the FLA will
enable Trinity to voice its concern over these issues while being backed by powerful
iiisrirjiatfcftS such as Notre
Dame, Duke, Cornell and
Dartmouth. Each year, Trinity
sells a relatively low number of
athletic apparel imprinted with
the college name. However,
Universities like Duke and
Notre Dame make millions of
dollars by selling their name to
manufacturers.
President Evan Dobelle initiated Trinity's intended involvement with the FLA. "I think it
is important to belong to an organization which has strength
in numbers. Duke and Notre
Dame are able to spend the
money to make a statement,"
said Dobelle. "For Trinity, this
is an inexpensive way to be involved and to make sure the
products we sell and associate
ourselves with are not being
made in sweatshops," he.continued.
: •
, Senior Vice President for Operations and Planning Linda
Campanella explained that by
becoming involved in the FLA
consortium, Trinity can make a
difference as well. According to
Campanella, "Today's college
students want their institutions
to stand for something. Trinity's
stated intention to join the FLA
signals institutional commitment to the principles (and
practices) of fair labor as well as
see LABOR on page eight

Inside This Week's Issue
In Opinions, Professor
Brigitte Schulz explores the
motives for US involvement
in Kosovo.
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SGA At A Crossroads

THE TRINITY TRIPOD — APRIL 13,1999

LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Unfair A nd Inaccurate Reviews
To the Editor:
Recently, in the past two editions
of The Tripod (March 16"' and 23rd),
one of The Tripod's staff-members
(whose name will remain anonymous out of respect), whose responsibility it is to cover the arts, wrote
two articles that stirred some very
heavy emotions among members of
the college community. The former
was a review of the Spring Musical,
"Little Shop of Horrors," and the latter was a review of the Trinity College Accidentals' a cappella concert
on the evening of the 21s1 in Hamlin
Hall. This is the first time that I have
ever written a letter to the, editor so
I must be pretty displeased about
something.
I'd first like to make known to all
of those reading this article that I
am a very active member of the
musical theater/a cappella community here at Trinity. Yes, I have
performed in many different venues
and yes, 1 have been subjected to a
wide range of both positive and
negative criticism in the past regarding my performances. However, never before in my days here at
Trinity have I been more offended
and outraged by what were two
very clear examples of inaccuracy
and very poor writing, and a lack of
respect for/the performers who de-

much better simply because of how
she sang the "Rose Bowl" line, was a
clear indicator of irrelevant and superfluous writing.
Turning to this young woman's
review of the Accidentals concert,
this was an article that outraged
and even offended many students in
our campus community. Now my
intention here is not to paint a negative image of this staff-member but
there is such a thing as tact and
courtesy when you write an article
and hers came very close to slander.
The Accidentals, one of two allmale groups here on campus and a
widely followed group, are very respected by their fans. I do not think
it is appropriate at all for someone
who has never been to an a cappella
venue (which she admitted in the
first couple lines of her article) to
write such a thoughtless article
which smears the good reputation
of a musical group such as the
Accidentals.
Again, I am not sure what performance she was watching that night
but the reaction from the crowd and
even after the event was very positive. Her review of the Accidentals'
songs and how they were sung
clearly indicated to me and many
others who read this article that this
young woman knows very little
about musicality and performance

In the weeks preceding Russell Fugett's election as President of the Student Government Association (SGA), the campus was plastered with signs and posters urg/ think The Tripod should take more
ing students to vote for a particular candidate. In addition, with two candidates
responsibility
in reviewing its articles.
running the election was no longer a mere formality. However, in spite of this, fewer
than half of the student body took the two minutes necessary to vote for their representatives. This low turnout indicates the lack of faith students have in SGA's ability vote endless hours of their time to delivery (which I know a thing or
the greater college com- two about), let alone knows how to
to represent their interests and concerns. Since little is ever accomplished, does it entertain
express her thoughts in a coherent
munity.
actually matter who is president of SGA?
Beginning with this young manner. In the last line of her arPugett has inherited art OTga^iStibrUMtliaSitdfetitts setisJfe'bf^pttfpO'S'fe an'4'.difec- • woman's-review .of "Little Sb.Qp," another a cappella concert, she
many individuals with whom 1
tion over the previous few years; an organization that stands at a crossroads, faced spoke
were very disappointed be- would surely never again go to see
with a decision regarding either continued mediocrity or a new proactive form of cause the article failed to address the Accidentals. Who says somethe centerpiece to the entire musi- thing like that in an "arts review"
student government.
cal, the plant Audrey II. I am not and is it really even necessary? Her
SGA has become the mouthpiece for the administration, unwilling to represent exactly sure what musical this job is to be objective and to state the
the concerns of the student body, and consequently accomplishing little substan- young woman was watching be- facts.
Truthfully, I do not think anyone
everyone knows that without
tive change regarding the quality of student life. While.we have all enjoyed our flex cause
the plant, you do not have a show. is really interested in knowing if she
dollars and the book swap, SGA has failed to address the pressing issues that affect So, I must give proper credit where is going to go again or not. 1 know
students on campus. One can only wonder what SGA's stance is regarding the firing it is do and though it is belated, give I'm not. The Accidentals are not
thumbs up" to Peter Maiella '01 asking for an apology because they
of Dean of Faculty Raymond Baker, Project 2002, and the administration's decision "two
for a rousing performance as will keepon singing that "Good Old
to ignore the supposed co-ed policy for fraternities.
Audrey II, that had everyone in hys- A Cappella" but as someone who,
Equally disturbing is the fact shall we say has very close ties to the
Borrowing a page from Bill Clinton's book on how to be a President, the SGA lead- terics.
that she neglected to give any re- group, 1 do think that The Tripod
ership has decided to confront the menial problems students encounter, while ig- view at all of the Rhonettes, with should take more responsibility in
noring the crucial issues that face our school. Even when the alcohol policy was the exception of Michelle Kennedy reviewing all of its articles before
all of whom put their hearts and they are printed. So like 1 stated bechanged last semester, SGA did little or nothing to exert its influence on an issue '99,
souls into their performances and fore, there is a difference between
that was obviously of great student concern. From an outsider's perspective it seems would have appreciated to have writing a well-written piece that is
that the job of SGA has degenerated until the institution has become little more than been acknowledged in some way by objective and impartial and offers
criticism that is at the least written
a rubber stamp, unquestionably offering its support to the programs and ideas initi- The Tripod.
a thoughtful manner, and a
While
this
review
had
an
overall
ated by the administration. SGA, it could be argued, is now little more than a subject positive vibe, there were certain seg- in
poorly-written and very rude piece
for the Mosaic, all style and no substance.
ments which need not have been which does nothing but insult and
I am not going to dwell debase based only on groundless
The Tripod would like to congratulate Fugett on his well-deserved election. How- included.
on all of them but simply put, when rhetoric. And that is all that her arever, unless SGA undergoes significant changes, it will continue to be an echo of the someone writes an arts review of a ticle was. Maybe this young woman
administration, failing to live up to its stated role as the representative of student production, while criticism is ex- should take a break from writing for
it is taken much better by a while or at least think before she
issues. SGA must speak up against the continued use of adjunct professors and force pected,
the actors if it is constructive and is writes next time.
the administration to explain why the significantly administrative turnover during based on relevant material. Her
the last four years was necessary. Unless Fugett begins to challenge the administra- analysis of the two different
She that she enjoyed Sincerely,
tion, then maybe we said, "No," to the wrong man. The Tripod sincerely hopes that Audreys.
Suzanne Farrell's performance Nate Zeitz '00
Fugett is not the "yes" man he warned us to vote against.
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Additions and Subtractions
Since our sunny Spring Break, more things have come and
gone. Why is it these things always happen while the students
are off campus? Maybe you should answer that one. Or ask
Dobelle. He'll be happy to sit down and talk, we're sure.
Jim Mullen's Announced _
Departure

Take the money and run! Who
does number two work for?

SGA Elections

Old boys' "network": "Nahnah-nah-nah, nah-nah-hahnah, hey, hey, hey, goodbye!"

Construction Of A New
Dorm

Another temple to the porcelain gods and goddesses.
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Isolationism Not An Answer
$"'•<•• B Y A N D R E W PEARL

Opinion Writer

"Everything passes, everything moves on. The waters
flow and the heart forgets." I
have loved that quote by
Flaubert for a very long time.
Notice that I say loved as opposed to understand, because it
is only in the past few weeks
that 1 have finally come to understand what that quote
means. I have tried to understand that quote in relationship
to the shooting that occurred on
campus shortly before Spring
Break. 1 have tried to deal with
what happened that night, and
maybe even try and move
passed it.
I think that many students on
campus have to learn some of
the same lessons that I have
learned having to do with the
shooting. Considering the
things I have seen and heard
about campus violence since
the incident, I am sure that
maybe we all have a few more"
lessons to learn.
The night when Brian Kelly
and others met with students
about their feelings having to do
with the shooting is a prime example. Many people cried out
for ten or twenty more campus
safety officers to patrol the campus all day and all night. •
A problem with this means
that tighter security makes it
harder for students on campus
to do illegal things as well as try
and prevent cri me. There is also
a second problem with this answer to the shooting. It wouWtf t
have done a thing to prevent
what happened. The people
who saw the shooting can
vouch for the fact that all was
said and done in a moment, and
that this solution would not
have prevented anything. This
was one of those random horrible incidents, that is going to
occur, whether we want it to or
not.
Some of the students at the
meeting even wanted Trinity
locked away from the city of

Hartford to prevent the "bad with some real truths like
guys" from getting in. I think "People get shot," "Senseless
that campus safety would raise crimes occur," "We aren't as safe
the same question that I did. as we would have liked to beEven beyond logistical, com- lieve before the shooting ocmon sense problems with this curred," and of course "Shit
tactic, the entire idea of locking happens!"
Trinity behind iron gates is a
I talked to a close friend since
disturbing notion to me. Mak- the shooting telling her how
ing "The School in the City" as much it hurt to have seen someTrinity is advertised an isola- one get shot. This friend has
tionist prison state will not help been good enough to help me
anything. Despite what the fly- through the issues that I have
ers that have been placed on been dealing with since the indorm doors and bathroom stalls cident She also reminded me
say, I don't think this is the an- that someone gets shot every 30
swer to the problem. Though seconds. People have to deal
these flyers have argued that with this sort of thing everyday.
making Trinity a prison would We have seen one shooting here
help keep out crime, I find this at Trinity, and some people are
opinion both shortsighted and going to see things like this for
the rest of their lives. For some
inaccurate.
Assume hypothetically for a of the people who saw the
second that a measure like this shooting, it was probably their
first time dealing with something like this. For those who
haven't seen one, I pray they
never have to. Some students
may become cops and deal with
this sort of thing for a job. Trinity students may become doctors and have the job of saving
shooting victims. Considering
this unfortunate truth, the way
Trinity students have dealt with
the shooting is not the best way.
could work. We make Trinity an There are better ways to deal
ivory tower where everything with this than asking for a holy
good is inside and all of the bad war against crime and huge
guys are kept outside (with walls to keep bad people out.
quite a bit of freedom being the Students asked Brian Kelly how
cost, I might add). Then what? I can we get rid of crime? How
am assuming that most stu- can something like this happen
dents eventually intend to leave so near us?
Trinity. 1 am even going to go out
on a limb and say that many of
1 understand that people are
these students who have lived angry about what happened. I
• 'in our utdpian isolated Trinity a'm too. Wilt, the 'sentiment of
might move on to places like isolationism that many stuNew York City, Boston, Chicago, dents feel is a solution, is not. I
or other large cities. Unfortu- would suggest maybe talking to
nately, New York has not per- the counseling center, or talking
fected the technique of "keeping to that one good friend that they
the bad guys out" as well as can truly trust. This incident
some students and flyers intend has raised a lot of questions for
for Trinity too. Boston and Chi- Trinity.
cago haven't either. So, this
Despite the fear, the confumeans that at some point Trin- sion, and all of the plans to proity students are eventually go- tect or isolate Trinity 1 have only
ing to have to deal with the real come up with one answer to the
world and real crime. Students shooting problem. My answer:
eventually will have to deal Shit happens!
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Reflections On
The War In Kosovo
B Y BRIGITTE SCHULZ

Associate Professor of Political Science

There is war in Europe, for the first time since the defeat of Hitler
Germany in 1945. In the intervening years there have been plenty
of war casualties around the world, but they have all been incurred
in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Many more people have suffered at the hands of ruthless dictators, from the 'disappeared' in
Latin America to villagers in East Timor enduring an illegal occupation by Indonesian military forces. In those rare cases where the
US has intervened, as in Iraq, for example, it has done so largely for
geopolitical reasons tied to American national interest. So why the
massive military intervention in Kosovo?
We all know the answer, of course. It is to intervene in the humanitarian disaster caused by aggressive Serbs. While this is undoubtedly true, I am not sure that it fully explains the military
intervention in Kosovo. Another factor, I am afraid, has to do with
race. We don't like to admit it, but it seems quite clear to me that
this is one of the reasons why our bombs are falling on Serbian
targets. Seeing Europeans suffer under an oppressive and ruthless
president somehow strikes a deeper chord than the pictures of
Africans butchered by their governments. Or of Kurds lining up
to flee from the Turkish government, a NATO ally. Or of the Mayan
population of Guatemala systematically deprived of basic human
rights.
Somehow we have convinced ourselves that non-Europeans are
less prone to settle their differences peacefully, that violence comes
more easily to them and yes, that death means less in these societies than it means to us. When African nations, whose borders are
as artificial as those of the former Yugoslavia, are embroiled in
wars we falsely attribute them to a 'tribalism' that follows its own
ancient rhythms of violence. In Sudan, a ruthless Moslem government has butchered Christians in the Southern part of the country for years. In Eritrea, a war has recently erupted that involves
half a million troops and has already claimed the lives of thousands of young Africans. As a headline in The Hartford Courant
stated, "Slaughter continues in Eritrea, but few seem to care." War
in non-European Societies is seen by us as the natural order of
things, carried out by people with less civilized impulses. In the
case of Kosovo, on the other hand, we are moved by the pictures of
people who "look like us." This also reveals the extent to which
most Americans continue to identify with Europe, see themselves
as an extension of Europe. We will even forgive the Kosovars for
being Moslems, as long as they look like Europeans and not like
Arabs. Does the promise of "never again" only apply to white
people?
This affinity for Europeans also does not fully explain the massive military response in Kosovo, however. NATO has begun to
bomb Serbian military targets for reasons of its own. For almost a
decadeNATO has been an organization in search of a mission. The
Soviet Bloc disintegrated almost a decade ago but NATO continues to thrive. In fact, just a month ago NATO expanded East by
accepting Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic as members.
An organization that refuses to acknowledge its obsolescence
obviously needs to reinvent its raison d'etre. In the case of NATO,
this has meant shifting its purpose from the collective defense of a
clearly defined territory to the protection of common interests
both inside and outside of that territory. The right to self-defense
is established under international law and recognized in Article
51 of the UN Charter. The protection of common interests, on the
other hand, is slippery by definition and causes anxiety on the
part of those outside the alliance. Russia wonders, for example,
whether Kosovo is simply the first step towards NATO "humanitarian" interventions in the Caucasus, or towards the protection
:
of oil fields in the Caspian Sea?
Instead of dismantling NATO and pushing for conversion of
domestic military to civilian production after the Cold War, the
American government has opted to continue fueling the militaryindustrial complex. We spend more on our military than the next
nine big spenders, Russia, China, the UKJapan, France, Germany,
Saudi Arabia, Italy, and South Korea, combined. As retired Navy
admiral Eugene Carroll put it, "for 45 years of the Cold War we
were in an arms race with the Soviet Union. Now it appears we're
in an arms race with ourselves." This arms race is driven by a lack
of resolve to end our addiction to military spending, which would
necessitate at least the temporary dislocation of local economies
as they convert to civilian production. We in Connecticut have
been among the primary beneficiaries of this refusal dramatically
to reduce military spending.
The decision to intervene in Kosovo has jeopardized peaceful
post-Cold War relations with Russia, violated the sovereignty of
Yugoslavia, and trampled on international law. And the people of
Kosovo have found in NATO not their salvation, but an instrument
for escalating and widening the conflict. NATO's action in Kosovo
is the inexorable result of a system driven by a permanent war
economy and a foreign policy logic that confuses military action
with political solutions. Perhaps Africans, Asians, and Latin Americans should be thankful after all that the United States government has opted to ignore the perennial human rights abuses in
their part of the world!
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Racial Inclusion Is A
Two-Way Street
BY ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Editor

About four years ago 1 attended a Chicago High School Public League Basketball game in the University of
Illinois-Chicago Pavilion on Chicago's
near West Side. While the basketball
action between the two perennial powerhouses, Farragut and Bowen, was fantastic, I walked away from the game with
a completely new experience. It was one
of first times that 1 felt that 1 was in the
minority. Attendance at this game was
about 85-90 percent black, and in fact the
friend who invited me to come to the
game was also black. Upon further reflection, I realized that although it was
just a basketball game, it was also a moment of incredible inclusion. For at least
a few hours, my friend and I were able to
share a common interest, basketball, and
I was able to experience for a few hours
how he feels on a daily basis. I do realize
that as a white American 1 could never
even come close to really knowing what
is like being a racial minority, but at least
for a few hours I could share something
with him on a whole other level.
Sometimes it seems like there are so
many groups and distinctions that divide us. Fraternities,clubs,sports teams
are some of the groups that drive us away
from each other and drive a wedge between us. Of all the numerous things
that divide us, perhaps the most destructive are the ones that are drawn along the
lines of race. Powerfully and vividly defined, these lines throw up walls that
many refuse to climb. While we all feel
more comfortable with, people of your
own race, the continued separation tontributes to the racial divide that plaques
both society and Trinity.
Luckily, I have not experienced any
overt racism; however, I am sure that it
does exist. I see on a daily basis another
form of this evil, defacto segregation. The
evidence of de facto segregation is quite
disturbing. It's pretty hard to miss the
seating arrangements at Mather Hall
during meals, in which, for the most part,
white students sit with white students
and minority students congregate together. Moreover, the same thing of ten
happens during classes:
Why does this happen? Why can't we
just scale that proverbial wall that I mentioned? The answer lies both within
each and every one of us and in the way
that we choose to organize ourselves. In
an official way, the groups that we
choose to belong to and the people that
we choose to hangout with are the root
of our divide. The creation of commu-

nity that welcomes everyone and makes
us all feel as if we are part of a single community should our ultimate goal. Instead of working together toward this
ideal, here at Trinity we tend to push
each other away. Sometimes when we go
off to our groups it makes other feel unwelcome, whether that is the intention
of the group or not. The perception is
what matters. As the saying goes, "The
road to Hell is paved with good intentions." We are all guilty of this crime,
minority, white, whatever, or who ever
you are. We all are more than just part
of the problem, we are the problem but
we are all also part of the solution.
For instance, during his February 9th
speech, Reverend Jesse Jackson insisted
that white students need to gain a better
understanding of minority students; he
failed to mention the other half of the
equation. Yes, white students should
take the time to gain more "cultural capital," as Jackson called it, to break down
the de facto segregation. What he failed
to see is that the activities of racial inclusion are a two way street. It is the refusal to acknowledge this responsibility,
on the part of both races, that prevents
us from even taking the first step toward
racial harmony.
Before anything can be done, we
should look inside of ourselves and see
that each one of us is capable of prejudice, and racism. After we expose the
barriers that divide us, knocking them
down will be much easier. The way to
do is this so simple; it's as easy as going
to a basketball game. Just like the basketball game I went to with my friend
in high school, it is not at all that hard to
realize that we already have share experiences and intfcf ests we can use toTelate'
to each other in a much better way. Perhaps if we just spent a few hours on one
weekend hanging out with someone
from a different race, doing whatever, we
can gain a better picture of each other.
What this activity is does not really matter—anything will do. The point is to, as
the cliche goes, "walk a mile in someone
else's shoes." 1 think that we find that
what each of does do is really not all that
different. Thus, once we realize that we
are not so different, the differences that
we do discover can be easily worked out.
Maybe next time we can hangout as
friends, not members of the different
races. This is only a start. The real challenge is then incorporating what we
have learned and staying away from the
temptation to fall into complacency and
return to our old ways. Sure, just hanging out and going basketball games
won't solve the race problem, but it's a
first step.
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Kosovo Tougher Than
Propaganda Claims
BY ALAN KAPLAN

Opinion Writer

Every time I open a paper lately, I am
confronted by the horrific images of the
thousands of refugees running from
Kosovo to any place that will take them.
All the stories don't miss a chance to
mention the refugee problem that the
Serbian president, Slobodan Milosevic,
has created in the heart of Europe. Every article tries to make the war in
Kosovo seem less like a war and more
like a humanitarian mission. Even 1 believed it at first, but now that is not so
easy to do. With the NATO bombing
campaign in progress since March 24th,
the crisis in Kosovo is no longer just a humanitarian issue. We are no longer helping our beleaguered friends in Kosovo.
We are bombing them. From the minute
that Milosevic walked away from the
bargaining table it was clear that this
conflict was going to explode.
Serbia has been an area of conflict for
the past 100 years. The Balkans have al-

ways Js}£en.a,region of the world jhjit h^s
hung in the most delicate "Balance. Alter World War One, the republic of Yugoslavia was created to help and
maintain that region in a tentative balance. Given the multi-ethnic make up
of the nation, it was a tough job; but up
until the early nineties that region has
been deceptively peaceful. Marshall
Tito, who came to power after the Second World War, kept the country together and away from Russian control
for the forty years that he was in power,
However, with the breakup of the Communist bloc and the death of-Tito, Yugoslavia splintered into various
autonomous republics and nations.
Right now, the only two states left in Yugoslavia are Serbia and Montenegro.
Kosovo is a semi-autonomous region inside of Serbia itself. Ethnically, the province of Kosovo is 90% Albanian; and a
large percentage of those Albanians are
Muslim. This crisis began when the

Milosevic called for a campaign of Serbia
for the Serbians and began a process of
expelling the Albanians out of Kosovo,
where they had been living for generations. Kosovo is considered a Holy Land
by some Serbs and Albanians. It was in
Kosovo that the Serbian army stood
against the Turks in 1389 and although
defeated managed to stall the Turkish
advance on the rest of Europe. That defeat is still celebrated as one of the biggest national holidays.
Now NATO comes in. The refugee crisis had finally caught the eyes of the
world and it wasn't pretty. After a year
of trying to settle the issue peacefully, the
talks broke down and Milosevic escalated his campaign of ethnic purification of Serbia. As more refugees came out
of Serbia, more stories of horrors came
out with them. There were stories of
Serbian soldiers and military police units
torturing and killing Albanians, stories
of executions, as examples for those who
might consider staying. This campaign
of ethnic purification wasn't as nice and
tidy as NATO had originally thought. So,
with the world looking on, NATO had no
choice but to proceed with the campaign
of air strikes designed to get Milosevic
out of Kosovo and the refugees back in.
However, this air campaign is turning
out to be much different then the air
campaign over the Gulf a few years ago.
NATO was no longer dealing with a two
bit dictator in the middle of the Middle
East. Now this war is in Europe, with real
weapons and trained soldiers. The expectations of the NATO alliance were
much higher then they should have
been. After two weeks of intensive
bombing, we know that there are over
three-hundred cjytljan,^ijwJ
' as more than three-thousand
We also know that the Serbs know how
to shoot down an F-117 Stealth fighter.
The nigh-invisible, nigh-invincible super weapon of the allies is not as effective as they had planned. Our concept
of our own military strength is greatly
overestimated. Our army hasn't been in
a real fight since Vietnam, and we lost
there. With the possibility of a ground
war, we have to take a longer look at our
enemy. The Serbs have been fighting
nonstop for the past 10 years. Their army
is highly trained, knows the terrain, and
has nothing to lose because they are
fighting for their own land. NATO will
be coming into a trap. So let's end the
macho war talk of us "beating them into
the earth;" it's not going to happen. If a
ground.war is initiated, it will be a long,
drawn out affair more similar to Vietnam than to Iraq. Get ready America,
this is gonna be a good one.

The Noises We Hear We Do Not Understand
BY BRAD LOBERG

Opinion Writer

With our week of repose, our seven
carefree, listless days comes a fairly hefty
burden. We sat in the sun with mai-tais,
or perhaps in a mountain bungalow
hunched over a steaming cup of hot

perhaps with a sad nostalgic twinge, at
this week which helped to define our
young minds.
And the noises are what we'll remember, constructing their representative
images about the sounds we'll never forget. But what noises did we miss? Did
we hear the Joint Chiefs, the Secretary of
Defense, and our President benevolently

Remember the other noises: of an angry confused world
fueled by contradictory conditioning.
chocolate. This week was to celebrate
our waning youth, to throw a wanton
expletive at the beckoning world of our
parents.
And the ruckus we raised was profound; the beaches shook and the bars
depleted due to our robust revelry. And
the noise: the laughs, the cheesy hip-hop,
the lame line our goofy friend Ralph
used on that tan treat will be forever
etched upon our memories. In seven
years, we'll meet over lunch and laugh,

sitting behind their eagled-akers. Did we
hear the sounds of stealth bombers, if
that's possible, dropping their peace initiating treats? Did we hear the masses of
students across the world rebelling
against our nation? Did we hear SerbianAmericans begging for their children's
lives, begging for the bombing to stop?
Did we hear the prayers of KosovarAmericans begging for ground troops?
Did we hear the pops and fizzes as a
group of Americans, no older than fif-

teen, burned the Serbian flag outside of
the White House for reasons they
couldn't possibly understand? Did we
hearthe confusion, the quiet din, hovering over the tinderbox of the world? The
confusion which surreptitiously wound
its way between our glorious bars of red
and white?
By no means can we be held responsible for making our own sounds and
missing those on the global scale. We, as
the first post-Cold War generation of
Americans, have been conditioned to
live with the privileges we have been
given. We know our enemies, and we
know why we are right and they are
wrong. But we, as a people, go no further
than how we have been conditioned. If,
when we were young, we were given a
taste for borscht, taught the Cyrillic alphabet and an Eastern political and
philosophical way of life, each of us
might be in the hills north of Greece carrying automatic weapons. Those fifteen
year old boys, fanatically burning the
flag of our enemy, could just as easily be

lobbing eggs at our consulates abroad.
And more questions surface. When
will our enemies, perhaps even our
friends, grow tired of the sounds we're
making? Which straw is going to break
the NATO camel's back? Not Iraq. Not
Serbia (let's hope). Which straw broke
the back of the Pax Romana? When will
the world, our enemies and friends, tire
of us, even if our intentions are in the humanitarian right?
So we should remember the noises
from this week, revel in them, because we
have been given the almighty privilege
to make them. But also remember the
other noises: of an angry, confused world
fueled by contrary conditioning, continually fed upon by opposing media
perspectives.
Hear these two noises and ask one final question. Can we, as individuals and
as a people, Americans and humans,ever
step into the silence which lies between
these two contradictory sounds, to examine this world and find out whose
sounds are louder?
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Pot Sells Magazines
themselves were the various
BY GEOFF STEVENS
titles under which the pro and
Opinion Writer
con articles were written, for, at
the end of the day, I could sort
Like most people, I have been almost all of the pro and con argiven quite a large amount of . guments into piles based upon
information on marijuana, the demographic to which the
ranging from the scare tactic magazine appealed. For inladen, circa 1960 government stance, nowhere in the entire arreports handed out in junior chives of Reader's Digest or the
high to last weeks surprisingly Christian Science Monitorwere
pro legalization report in High there any pro legalization arTimes. Also, like most people, I ticles. Magazines such as
have, independently from these Newsweek, Time, and daily
different pamphlets and ar- newsletters seemed to be rather
ticles, formed my own conclu- ambiguous on the subject. Arsions on the benefits and ticles which were vaguely pro
detriments of the drug.
legalization were found in meHowever, I wish to make this dicinal journals, such as JAMA
article neither an intense advo- (doctors have the highest rate of
cacy nor an enraged prosecu- marijuana usage among non
tion of marijuana, as I'm sure educationally occupied people),
the reader has had a bellyful of while the intensely pro legalizaeach. Until recently, the major- tion articles were to be found in
ity of the anti-marijuana propa- Rolling Stone and, strangely
ganda centered around it's enough, High Times. Thus, the
tendency to hurt short term issue of the legalization of marimemory, leaving us with the juana seems to have transtereotypical image of the mari- scended science, and articles
juana user who has lost his arguing either side, as the issue
lower brain functions, and is in- seemed to be, by and large, decapable of carrying on a coher- signed to appeal to a specific

ent conversation. Anxious to
gain scientific backing for this
image in my mind, I searched
for scientific studies on the subject, attempting to resolve the
long debate with a quick trip to
the library. As the names of
various publications popped up
on the webcat d,isRjay, 1 yrass
struck by th*e complete disjunl:-4
tion of the studies which 1
found. Contrary to other subjects which could elicit a specific response from the
scientific community, the effects of marijuana seemed to
range from curing the ails of
modern society to casting a new
group of disrespectful teenagers
into Lucifer's lake of fire. After
reading about twenty of these
articles, I can truthfully say that
one would be hard pressed to
find a more effective way to pass
the time, while learning absolutely nothing at the library
than attempting to find conclusive studies pertaining to the
legalization of marijuana.
Never before have periodicals
proven to be so ineffective at
swaying my opinion one way or
the other, and I walked away
from the experience feeling
little besides a general frustration. It seemed that, for each
study showing pot's detrimental effects on various parts of
one's body (including reports of
decreased immune response,
decreased neural activity, decreased oxygen capacity in the
blood, etc., etc.), there were an
equal amount of claims which
rebutted these arguments, citing different studies. Along
with the different scientific
claims were a host of sociological claims, citing marijuana as
a drug which leads to more addictive substances. Counteracting these claims were studies
showing a drop in "hard" drug
addiction in the Netherlands
since the decriminalization,
and so on, and so on.
There was, however, a kernel
of truth to be found amidst this
impenetrable fog of conflicting
arguments. You see, much more
revealing than the articles

target audience which has, presumably, pre set opinions on the
subject. The legalization of
marijuana, it seemed,:is howused mainly to sell magazines
to whichever demographic
buys them. And, pot would
seem to be pretty good at sellmy1 personal study aside, a picture of a marijuana leaf ranked
up there with a superb cleavage
shot in terms of making me
want to read beyond the cover
page. Thus, there is a higher
authority: consumerism. It
would seem that, scientific research aside, people have their
own, preset opinions regarding
the benefits and detriments of
marijuana, and there is not
enough conclusive research to
change people's opinion on the
matter. The only thing which
these articles prove is that the
socially conservative enjoy
hearing about the detriments of
marijuana, while the liberal enjoy hearing of its benefits.
The event which prompted
this article to be written was the
decriminalization of marijuana
in Germany, an event which rekindled the ongoing debate
which began in 1976, with
marijuana's legalization in the
Netherlands. Since the legalization, the number of marijuana
users in that country has undergone the same fluctuations and
general rise that we are seeing
in countries where there is a
strict criminalization of pot. In
fact, the country which leads
the world in per capita consumption of marijuana is not
the Netherlands, but the US, by
a surprising margin of 55% in
the US- 35% in the Netherlands
(New Scientist, 21 February,
1999). In fact, the trends of
marijuana seem to exist completely independently of laws
either prohibiting or encouraging its use, leading me to believe
that, despite innumerable studies which say otherwise, legalization of marijuana has little
effect on its use within a population, whatever the repercussions of that may be.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
An Open Letter To The President From MAC Reps
To President Dobelle:
We the Trinity College
Multicultural Affairs Council remain disgusted with the state of diversity on the Trinity College
campus. In an e-mail that was sent
to the Trinity College community
March 16,1999, you expressed your
desire to make Trinity a more diverse campus. As of right now this
has not been apparent in your decision making. Situations have been
the search for the Multicultural
Dean being postponed for the fourth
time, and the lack respect/support
shown to faculty members of color.
In addition to these concerns we
also feel that your office does not
hold multicultural programming as
a priority, which is in direct contrast
with your most recent e-mail. President Dobelle, we feel that you need
to respond to these concerns immediately.
"There is nothing more dangerous than to build a society with a
large segment of people in that society who feel that they have no
stake in it; who feel that they have
nothing to lose. People who have
stake in their society, protect that
society, but when they don't have it,
they unconsciously want to destroy
it." (Dr. Martin Luther Kingjr.)
Having previously requested responses over the last two months
and having received either an inadequate response or no response at all
we feel that changes must be made
immediately. It is in this light that
these demands are being presented.
We feel that the time has come and
there is no other alternative. We
need a written response to the following demands immediately:
I A Review of the Hiring Process
lor Professors William Hank Lewis
and Hi-ah Park.
alumni, published scholar and
champion amongst all students
here at Trinity College. He has been
published in a number of literary
sources, which include America's
Best Short Stories. Professor Hi-ah
Park teaches in the Theater and
Dance department here at Trinity
College, and is responsible for instructing and mentoring over one
hundred fifty students each semester. She has been here for five years
on consecutive one year contracts.
These two professors are an invaluable resource here at Trini ty College,
and as of yet they have not been offered permanent positions. We are
confused as to why these obviously
qualified individuals have not been
given offers for permanent positions. We need to have in writing a
history of the T.O.P committee, and
a structural analysis of the decision
making standards of this committee. We need to know who is on the

In order to support Multicultural
Students and Students of Color, we
feel that Trinity College should
have a Dean of Multicultural Affairs
hired by the beginning of the 19992000 academic year. This individual should oversee a budget of
$300,000 which was proposed by
the Diversity C.I.T report as the
minimum operating budget for the
Office of Multicultural Affairs. In
addition, we need to see the finalized budget proposal in which the
$300,000 is autonomously allocated to the Multicultural Affairs
Office.
V. Cultural Houses.
The hiring of the architect for the
construction of the Cultural Houses
of AASA, LVL, and Hillel, which is
two months behind schedule,
should take place immediately.
Upon this hiring, students representing these organizations should
be immediately contacted to begin
to consultations with the
architect(s). We need to be involved
in the process of selecting a new
contact for the House negotiations
considering thatjim Mullen will be
leaving this summer. We want to
facilitate an effective working relationship with this individual particularly during the summer
months that will lead up to the
groundbreaking. A date for the
groundbreaking for the construction of theCultural Houses needs to
be set for the summer of 1999, so that
III. Programming Concerning the Cultural Houses will be conMulticultural Students.
structed on or before the August 15,
Considering last semester's reten- 2000 deadline as was previously
tion rate as wel 1 as a number of well established.
documented racial incidences on
campus, there is dire need for more
VLAlumni Relations.
diversified programming. If trie
Trinity College needs to make a
school is to ever be truly diverse concerted effort to reach out to
there must be a variety of educa- alumni of color in the Asian Ameritional and social opportunities of- can and Latino alumni communifered tjO the students on campus. ties to aid in the establishment of
• Iffte appropriate programming alumni organizations. Trinity CoJshould include an African Ameri- lege could achieve this by implecan Studies major, which should be menting a program through the
committee, what its goals are, and
how it has achieved those goals so
far. By no means are we disappointed with those professors who
were most recently hired. However,
the apparent lack of recognition toward these two professors specifically must be addressed. We
demand a detailed written explanation as to what, exactly, are the
qualifications for hiring here at
Trinity and a specific review of the
cases concerning these two professors with a concentration on offering them tenured tract positions.
IL The Retention of Students of
Color.
Every year the Admissions office
does a commendable job of recruiting students of color. Trinity College
matriculates a heterogeneous mixture every year, however, each year
at commencement the graduating
class is not the heterogeneous mixture that appeared in that classes
first year. We are losing countless
students of color each year. The
most recent retention statistics
demonstrate a disproportionate
number of students of color who are
required to withdrawal. This is an
alarming statistic and can no longer
be accepted. We require an immediate response, in writing, which
will provide a list of potential initiatives that will respond to the
huge discrepancy in the retention of
students.

We feel that [the President's] office does
not hold multicultural programming as a
priority, which is in direct contrast to [his]
last e-mail
up and running by 2001,
Multicultural classes added to the
distribution requirement, and reading week programming. We propose a direct working relationship
between the president's office and
multicultural organizations on
campus to provide the campus with
a diverse social atmosphere (for example Black History Month, Latino
History/Hispanic
Awareness
Month, Asian American History
Month and Women's Month).
IV. Budget and Dean Hiring for
The Multicultural Affairs Office.

Alumni Office that would seek to
create and maintain this base.
We" require a response on or before Wednesday, April 14* 1999.
Sincerely,
J.Russell Fugett'01
Vice President Of Multicultural Affairs
Contacts: J.Russell Fugett'Ol, Alain
Davis '02 Vice President Of
Multicultural Affairs-elect, Afua
Atca-Mensah'01 Social Chair Imani
(Trinity College Black Students
Union)

Trinity Gets A "D"In MulticulturaLism
To the Editor:
I have already heard far too much
about the problems concerning
Multiculturalistn at Trinity to have
neither seen or-heard of any
progress. President Dobelle must
understand that the students cannot ignore the implications of this
failure to act when we see groups
and individuals being treated with
less respect and consideration than
others.
In the cases of Professor Lewis
and Professor Park for instance, it is
apparent to many people that these
two professors are being treated unfairly. To many, this simply presents
an issue of racial discrimination.
The problems that arise from these
situations, however, go far beyond
the immediate racial issues concerning Professor Park and Professor
Lewis. This racially unjust action
(or lack of action) further divides
our community and creates much
unneeded tension and animosity. I
have seen several people completely

outraged and our sense of unity deteriorate. What are we to think
when we see members of our community being treated unfairly?
Furthermore,! am concerned
that these problems appear to President Dobelle as being the problems
of only a select group. I personally
feel affected by these issues which
the MAC has raised and do not see
any reason why the entire Trinity
community should not feel affected
and somewhat di sconcerted as well.
I must admit that I am surprised by
the lack Of interest displayed by the
students here at Trinity. Regardless
of how some of our community
members may feel, I do believe that
Trinity is just that - a community. If
for some reason people do not feel a
sense of community here or think
that we are losing what was once a
community, we should continually
be asking ourselves why that is so
and take steps towards amending
that problem.
• •
What greatly bothers me about
the current multicultural affairs is

that I see Russell Fugett and many
others making a tremendous effort
to help correct these problems and
taking those necessary steps and yet
we have seen no results. Not to say
anything about Russell, but this
makes me feel like a naked babe:
helpless and v ulnerable. So not only
am 1 losing my sense of community,
but my sense of worth as a student
is hanging off the edge of the cliff
as well.Just give me a D in Calculus
and I'm ready to drop out of college!
But do not let my tone fool you. I am
completely and seriously perturbed
by this situation and would like to
see change as soon as possible. I'm
afraid, however, the only way to
bring about this change is in the active participation of the Trinity student body and thus far I have only
seen the effort of a whistle, when
collectively we could create a hurricane.
Sincerely,
David Kim '02

NEWS
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Lecturer Shares Experience With Sexual Assault
BY SARA GETMAN

News Writer

On Wednesday, April 8, rape
survivor Adrienne Ortolano
spoke of her experience before
an audience in McCook Auditorium. Ortolano was raped thirteen years ago, at the age of
sixteen, by Darien, Connecticut
resident Alex Kelly.
In 1985, Ortolano attended a
party, where she remained past
her curfew. Ortolano explained
that she was in need of a ride
home and despite the fact that
her "instincts said no," she accepted Kelly's offer of a ride.
Kelly's bad reputation was
known to Ortolano, who explained that he had been "involved in different kinds of
trouble" in Darien. On the advice of friends who were also
acquaintances of Kelly's,
Ortolano accepted the ride.
They assured Ortolano that
Kelly had changed and that she
would be safe. Reflecting on the
incident, Ortolano stated, "I

wish that I didn't get into that
car that night. I trusted my
friends' instincts and I didn't follow my own."
Ortolano described the awkward nervousness she felt as
they drove in silence toward her
house. She attributed her apprehension to the fact that she
had broken her curfew.
Ortolano was calmed by the
sight of her house but was
alarmed when she realized that
Kelly was not stopping at her
door. Instead, he drove to the
end of the street and said to her,
"Either you are going to sleep
with me, or I'm going to kill
you." Ortolano tried to escape,
but Kelly had her pinned down.
He forced her into the back seat
of the car, made her undress,
and raped her.
After the rape, Kelly told
Ortolano to get dressed and get
in the front seat. Ortolano described her emotions at the
time, saying that she was "shaking, scared, and feeling totally
defeated and horrible." Ortolano
suffered no external injuries.

During the ride to Ortolano's
house, Kelly threatened h is victim four times in an attempt to
keep the incident a secret. Kelly
told her that if she told anyone
what had happened he would
rape her again and then he
would kill her.
Ortolano believed Kelly's
threat and was too frightened to
report the event. Ortolano also
explained her denial of the incident in stating that she "felt
like the minute [she] told someone, the rape would be real.
Without telling anyone, [she]
could try to pretend it didn't
happen."
Later that night, Ortolano
told her sister and eventually
the rest of her family about the
rape. Despite her family's urging that she get medical attention, Ortolano opted to remain
at home where, she said, she
would try to figure out "why
this had happened to me?"
Eighteen hours after the rape
however, Ortolano agreed to go
to the doctor's office. Ortolano's
refusal to visit the hospital pre-

Pfoi Beta Kappa Honors Trinity's Finest

Robert Neal Goldsmith receives a certificate marking his induction into
the Trinity Coilege Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.

Powerful
Tornado Rips
Through Ohio
CINCINNATI (CNN) - Ohio
officials on Saturday were surveying devastated neighborhoods around Cincinnati as
they calculated the monetary
damage from powerful storms
and a tornado that ripped
through the city's suburbs.
.Gov. Bob Taf t declared emergencies in three counties after
the storms killed four people.
and demolished 200 homes in
the Cincinnati area on Friday.
At least 42 people were"
treated at hospitals, most with
bruises or cuts. "Five of those
admitted to Jewish Hospital in
the Cincinnati area had lifethreatening injuries," hospital
spokeswoman Erica Taylor said.
Besides the 200 homes destroyed in the Cincinnati area,
according to Ohio Emergency
Management spokeswoman
Portia Armstrong, the severe
weather damaged another 400
homes.
One Blue Ash resident said
her family took cover in the
basement "when the roof flew
off above us. It hit a minute and
then it was gone," she said.
On Interstate 71, the force of
the storm flipped one vehicle
and killed the driver, authorities

said. Heavy winds also turned
over.a semitrailer on the interstate.
About 40,000 people were
without power, according to
Kathy Meinke of Cinergy, the
local power company Closed
roads and debrishaveslowedrepair crews. She said Friday it
would take at least 24 hours before power could be restored to
most of the homes left standing.
Gov. Taf t declared the cities of
Blue Ash, Montgomery and Sycamore County as disaster areas.
i The storms, also killed two
people in central Illinois. An
elderly woman died after high
winds ripped across a mobile
home park in Ashland, State
Police spokesman Mark
McDonald said.
In Cisco, a woman was killed
and her mother and two sons
were injured when high winds
destroyed a farmhouse, Fire
Chief Ron Weishaar said.
Another state hard-hit by the
storm was Iowa, where at least
nine suspected tornadoes destroyed homes, downed barns
and uprooted trees. No injuries
were reported.
. Deb Frisbie, who lives on a
farm southeast of Adair, surveyed the damage to her home.
Trees li ttered her yard and a hay
baler and other farm equipment
were overturned. "We barely

KATIE BRYANT

sion in less than twenty-four
hours. Kelly was found guilty
and sentenced to twenty years
in prison, a sentence that was
suspended after sixteen years.
In sharing her story, Ortolano
hoped to "bring awareness
about rape and sexual assault."
She reminded the audience that
in the United States, seventyeight rapes occur every hour.
Ortolano continued by citing
that "of these seventy-eight
women, only twelve are raped
by a stranger." The other
women are victims of acquaintance rape. "Acquaintance rape
is more common than heart disease, and more people are raped
than are left-handed," Ortolano
continued.
Ortolano encouraged survivors to seek support and to help
themselves using the many resources available to rape victims. In conclusion, Ortolano
told the audience to "Listen to
your voice" when confronted
with potentially dangerous
situations. "Our instincts can
often guide us, and in circumstances where we are unsure,
they can help us prevent a rape
or .sexual assault," she said.
One member of the audience,
Nicole Cocchiaro '99, stated, "I
During the eight years be- found Adrienne Ortolano's talk
tween the attack and Kelly's re- really moving. It's important to
turn, Ortolano explained that realize how this one incident
"on the outside I lived a pretty has affected her entire life; it was
normal life." She went to col- a self-defining moment for her.
lege, met her husband and was Also, I think it is important to
married. Despite all of this recognize the challenges that
Ortolano dealt with "constant rape survivors have to face, with
reminders of the rape and of themselves, their families, their
vented the collection of physical evidence using a rape kit;
evidence that established the
legal basis upon which to file
charges against Kelly.
At the police station,
Ortolano filed a report and
spent what she called "five
painful hours" telling her story
to a female officer who issued a
detailed report about all aspects
of the rape. Ortolano remarked
that she was "relieved that the
police believed me, and gave me
their support."
Four days after the attack on
Ortolano, Kelly raped another
woman. The second victim
pressed charges and Kelly was
arrested. A trial date was set for
February of 1987. In the next
year, Ortolano prepared for the
case with her family, her lawyers, and her therapist. On the
first day of jury selection,
Ortolano was informed that
Kelly failed to appear in court.
Kelly had fled prosecution and
the authorities were unaware of
his whereabouts. During this
period, Kelly appeared on
America's Most Wanted three
times. Kelly was discovered relaxing and skiing in Switzerland, bankrolled by his parents
for eight years of hiding.

ture, a new trial aate Was sit
September, 1996. The judge
called a mistrial due to misinformation and a new court date
was set for May, 1997.
Before the second trial began,
Ortolano received hundreds of
letters of support. Ortolano remarked, "the letters encouraged
me and after 1 testified I felt
more confident." This time, the
jury returned with their deci-

made it to the basement," she and Russian President Boris
said. "We didn't really hear any- Yeltsin warned Friday that the
thing. All 1 was worried about conflict could lead to a world
was getting everybody to the war. But on Saturday, Russia's
foreign minister, Igor Ivanov, asbasement."
In Ashla nd, Ilinois, a commu- sured British Foreign Secretary
nity of 1,200, a tornado ripped Robin Cook "that Russia had no
apart ,17 mobile homes in a intention of becoming involved
trailer park and killed a 68- in any confrontation in the
year-old woman. A 43-year-old Balkans and no wish to see any
woman died in a mobile home escalation," Henderson said,
"The foreign secretary welin Cisco, 65 miles to the east.
comed that assurance,"
NATO officials say the bombing will stop only when
Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic ends attacks on ethnic Albanians in Kosovo, withdraws troops from the province
and allows a NATO-led military
force to oversee a plan for its autonomy.
The 17th consecutive night of
bombing began shortly after
NATO Officials
NATO requested about 50 additional warplanes to intensify
Debate End Of
Operation Allied Force. CurAirstrikes
rently, about 600 NATO aircraft
Against Kosovo are operating in the Balkans.
NATO and Belgrade offered
LONDON (CNN) - British conflicting reports Saturday
military officials said Saturday over a transmission station hit
that more than two weeks of in the overnight bombing raids.
NATO airstrikes have cut off vi- NATO has accused Yugoslavia's
tal supplies to Yugoslavia's state-run media of spreading
forces in Kosovo and will con- propaganda and suggested that
tinue until all of NATO's goals it was fair game as a target.
are met.
Yugoslavia's charge d'affaires
Russia has strenuously ob- Vladislav Jovanovic told CNN
jected to the NATO campaign, he was not surprised that NATO

'01 commented, "I liked
Adrienne Ortolano's presentation. It was definitely worthwhile. When she spoke about
how unaware people are that
their careless actions can get
them into potentially dangerous situations, like the one she
found herself in with Alex
Kelly-1 found that a real eyeopener. It made me think."
might be targeting media facilities. He stated that the attack on
the transmitter was in violation
of conventions guaranteeing
freedom of the press. "The
United States, which pretends
to be the champion of democracy in the world, is acting
against the free voice of the
truth about the aggression
against Yugoslavia."
In Pentagon briefings on Yugoslavia Friday, U-S. officials..
said they had received reports'
that Serb troops-were herding
ethnic Albanian, women from
Kosovo into Serb military
camps and raping them.
"This is a very eerie and disturbing echo of documented instances of rape and killing of
women in Bosnia during the
Bosnia war, and it is obviously
outrageous if this is occurring,"
said Pentagon spokesman Ken
Bacon.
late Friday, about 1,500 ethnic Albanians streamed from
Kosovo into Albania in a convoy of tractors, jeeps and other
vehicles after Yugoslav forces
and Serb police expelled them
from their village near Pristina,
according to the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in
Europe.
It was the first mass exodus of
refugees into Albania since the
checkpoint was reportedly
closed three days ago.
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Russell Fugett Elected
New SGA President

continued from page one
Multicultural Affairs, Fugett's current
position. Discussing his plans for the office, Davis stated, "I don't want to change
the office, but add to it. Russell has built
a strong foundation, and I hope to build
upon it to the point where we no longer
need a Multicultural Office." Davis
hopes to improve Trinity's retention rate
for minority students, and specific policies he plans to implement include the
creation of a multicultural distribution
requirement and a mandatory diversity
seminar for all incoming freshman.
Trinity students also elected Ethan
Kravitz '01 to the newly created position
of Vice-President of Activities. Kravitz
described the TCAC-SGA liaison position as exciting, and stated, "This upcoming year will set the precedent for what
this position entails...I feel that this position will give the student body a greater
voice concerning activities on campus."
Discussing his plans during his term in

office, Kravitz stated, "I hope to keep a
calendar of events available to students.
1 also would like to see better coordination concerning events, and encourage
more diverse programming."
Besides electing candidates to SGA offices, Trinity students also voted on the
biannual referendum to determine
whether or not student activities would
continue to fund Trinity's chapter of
ConnPIRG, the Connecticut Public Interest Research Group. By an overwhelming majority of 87 percent, the student
body voted to continue supporting
ConnPIRG. Jeffrey Ginsburg '00, a member of SGA who often works with
ConnPIRG, was pleased that the referendum passed and stated, "ConnPIRG is a
great organization with active, community-minded members. Even if students
don't support every issue that they work
on, they are definitely an organization
that facilitates discussion on important
issues."

PAGE 7

College Introduces New
Campus Safety Measures
continued from page one
with Hartford Police without the aid of
an attorney. Kelly explained that, "Photos of possible suspects were shown to
witnesses of the shooting, but with negative effect."
Students have offered varying reactions to the recent crimes and the overall feeling of safety on campus. "I think
that Campus Safety's priorities might not
be in the right order. When there is a
party, there are so many officers around,
but when you are walking in a dark, deserted area, they are nowhere to be
found," commented Geera Butala '02.
Measures were implemented by the
administration in the aftermath of the
crimes. Following the incident on the
Lower Long Walk, Kelly increased patrols, and the Hartford Police Department deployed a unit to monitor activity
in parking lots and other areas of campus. Mary Thomas, Dean of Students,
explained "We enjoy a very good relationship with the Hartford Police. The
combined presence of Hartford patrol
cars and Campus Safety vehicles has, I
believe, been an important visible deterrent to crime."
Campus Safety focused their efforts on
increasing the visibility of their officers
as a preventative measure. Toward this
end, Kelly explained, "Officers now direct fifteen minutes out of every hour to
a walking detail" of the more remote areas of campus. Furthermore, "an extra
officer was added to the evening shift to
increase visibility," Kelly continued.
Kelly and Vice President Jim Mullen
met with lighting consultants on the
Lower Long Walk, who "showed several
areas where we were lighting deprived,"
explained Kelly. Kelly expected that the
consultant would "come back with rec-

ommendations for an immediate solution" in the near future.
Although Kelly cited that "In general,
we are down 28 percent for the total
number of crimes in the first quarter," a
recent rash of vehicle break-ins and vandalism was also a cause of concern. Kelly
explained that, "Campus Safety and the
Hartford Police have been monitoring
the parking lots and placing warning
notices on vehicles where we see valuables visible."
Herzberger commented on the common perception that the criminal threat
stemmed from the neighborhood. "Students are worried that our involvement
in neighborhood projects are creating
this problem, and are blaming incidents
on that, but there is no evidence to support that. In fact, crime has gone
down...what we have done in the neighborhood is decreasing risk, and I expect
more benefits as time goes on." Kelly remarked that there was "a recent spurt of
external activities," and that Campus
Safety "knows how legitimately concerned the faculty and students were,"
and therefore wanted to be "forthright in
coming up with solutions."
Kelly speculated that in the long run
Campus Safety would consider "increasing the force, and possibly implementing overtime." Herzberger stressed that
the administration continuously "evaluates what we can do to maintain safety.
The most important thing is to examine
the situation on a regular basis."
Thomas remarked that "In the ten
years that I have been at Trinity, I believe
...the campus has become safer...However,
it is certainly true that because of our
location every member of the community must exercise caution in where we
wal^;,particularly when it is dark."

WE HAVE A GREAT SELECTION OF

COURSES.
J. Russell Fugett launched a wide-scale campaign
that helped elect him to the Presidency.

SCHEDULES.

KATIE BRYANT

YQUILHAVE

Hartford News

Officers Charged
With Sexual
Misconduct

(The Hartford Courant)-The Hartford
Police Department was rocked Wednesday by the arrests of four officers accused
of on-duty sexual misconduct with as
many as 10 women. Police sources said
an ongoing corruption probe has linked
at least two other officers to violence and
sexual assaults against prostitutes.
Officials overseeing the joint federal
and state investigation — the second independent corruption probe in Police
Chief Joseph E Croughwell Jr.'s five-year
tenure — would say only that more indictments are expected and that the inquiry has broadened beyond sexual
crimes. For example, FBI agents have
delved into three deaths in which Hartford police officers were mentioned as
possible suspects, the sources said.
Wednesday, federal agents arrested
officersjesus M. Rivera, Michael E Basile,
Salvatore Abbatiello III and former Officer Jose Luis "Jojo" Pizarro. Rivera and
Basile pleaded not guilty in federal court
to charges of depriving women oi their

civil rights; Abbatiello and, Pizarro
pleaded guilty to lesser charges.
A day after the arrests, Pet. Stanley
Wasilewski echoed the sentiments of
several other, veteran officers when he
expressed embarrassment over the
charges of misconduct and anger at the
department's administration.
"I blame Croughwell. Problems here
just fester. There have been complaints
involving cops and prostitutes going
back before 1990 and nothing getsdone.
Supervisors Have stopped turning (wayward subordinates] in because discipline
is selective—it depends on who you are,"
. Wasilewski said.
Hesaid a dangerous apathy has settled
over the department and cited as an ex^
ample the discovery by the department's
administrators last year that several
dozen officers had failed to turn in reports for incidents ranging from traffic
accidents to felonies.
Croughwell, who was in charge of discipline for about six years before becoming chief in 1994, has said that, in a
department of 482 members, it's reasonable to expect 10 percent of those employees to cause problems over time.

ksummer
You can make the summer of '99 a great one and still
make up much needed coursework. Bentley offers oneand six-week program options, with most classes meeting
in the evenings. Some courses meet on five consecutive
Fridays. Choose from a broad array of liberal arts courses,
as well as Bentley's renowned business programs, all of
which are AACSB accredited. Bentley's courses are also an
excellent value compared to those of other area colleges.
Registration is going on now. To learn more, attend
our May 5 information session, reach us on the web at
www.bentley.edu/summer or call 1/800/5-BENTLEY.

iVyww^benttey.edu/sumrnerWALTHAM, MA 02452-4705
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0THEM SCHOOLS
Nuclear Secrets
Stolen From U€
Berkeley Lab

on the newest investigation. "It's an allegation of espionage and we simply have
to refer that to the FBI," Garberson said
"We simply have no information."
No suspect has been identified in the
investigation.

(U-WIRE) BERKELEY, Calif. - Chinese spies may have stolen top-secret
neutron bomb designs from a University
of California laboratory, marking the Elementary School
second report of possible nuclear tech- Principal Busted in
nology leakage in less than a month.
A United States spy stationed inChina Cocaine Ring
told officials in 1996 that he heard ChiNEW YORK (AP) - Delores Hill, a
nese intelligence officials boasting that New York City principal known for eduU.S. nuclear secrets stolen from the UC- cating her students about drug abuse,
run Lawrence Livermore National Labo- has been charged with distributing narratory aided their development of a cotics at the Tabernacle Church of God
neutron bomb. According to the report, Elementary School in Brooklyn.
China, using stolen technology from the
Hill was arrested along with the
Livermore lab, had attempted to build school nurse, a janitor and another
and test the neutron bomb in the 1980s. worker. Police said the defendants dealt
Just last week, employees at the UC- drugs to adults behind the scenes while
operated Lawrence Livermore and Los children were busy in class. But Ms. Hill
Alamos Laboratories, as well as the allegedly made one sale while baby-sitSandia National Laboratory — all top ting two infants in her office, said prosU.S. nuclear labs — were ordered to sus- ecutor Patricia Gat ling.
pend all classified work on computers.
Authorities have shut down the priWhile the previous allegations at Los vate, 160-student school. Ms. Hill was
Alamos pointed to leaks stemming from charged with felony sale and possession
the early 1980s, yesterday's report of a controlled substance. She pleaded
marked the first allegation of possible innocent and was being held on
Chinese espionage during President $250,000 bail. The maximum sentence
Clinton's administration.
for the charges is 25 years in prison. Her
Government officials have main- attorney, Frank Paone, would not comtained, however, that security has been ment.
boosted significantly since the early
The janitor, Steven Donawa, 42, was
1980s.
arrested after he stopped by Ms. Hill's
A federal investigation of this new se- apartment and left carrying 51 bags of
curity breach allegation has been con- cocaine, prosecutors said. School nurse
ducted, but the probe has "found no Patricia Kersey, 41, was charged with
evidence that China has produced an participating in two drug sales. Laverne
improved neutron bomb," according to Prescod, 42, a school counselor, was
h N Y T T t *
*tA
Garberson said he could not comment dants pleaded innocent.

MALE ADULT GHILDREH
OF ALCOHOLICS-.
RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS
HEEDED
HealthyMales, Children Of An
Alcoholic Father (Current or
Past), 18-30 Years Old, Needed
For A UCONN Health Center
Study Of Sweet Taste
Sensitivity And Risk Of
Alcoholism.
Study Requires 2-Hours And
Involves A Blood Sample, 24-Hour
Urine Sample, Interviews,
Questionaires, And Taste Testing.
Minimum Of$50 For Full
Participation.
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Support For Fair Labor
Association Considered
continued from page one
concern over global exploitation."
At this time, Trinity's administration
is contacting all manufacturers and vendors to request copies of their workers'
rights policies. Barnes & Noble, which
operates the bookstores on campus, has
already assured the administration that
their vendors comply with the standards
of the FLA. "Clothing that is sold on our
campus may be produced through
sweatshop labor and because of this
we've started investigating what we can
do. As a small college, we don't purchase
much merchandise, but by joining the
FLA we can contribute to the effort to
hold manufacturers accountable for how
they purchase their products," said Dr.
Sharon Herzberger, Vice President for
Student Services.
Herzberger has become particularly
involved with Trinity's plan to join the
FLA. Recently, critics have questioned
whether an organization such as the
FLA is capable of accomplishing its aims.
Herzberger noted: "we have a wait and
see attitude. We are intending tojoin, but
we want to wait and see how powerful
he FLA can be. Perhaps if there is an)ther organization which is more effec-

tive, we will want to join that effort as
well. We are very serious about contributing any power we have to this effort."
The FLA intends to ask manufacturers to be monitored through announced
and unannounced inspections. If the
company will comply, the FLA will obtain information on a direct level. A
company's refusal to comply, tells the
FLA something as well. "Collective
power may get manufacturers to open up
their books and divulge information,"
said Herzberger.
President Dobelle is responsible for
proposing that Trinity become involved
with the FLA. "This was my initiation.
Faculty have come up to me after the fact
and said they support it, but 1 don't know
if there is wide spread support. I hope
there is," reflected Dobelle. Campanella
agreed that there was a growing support
for Trinity's involvement with the FLA,
stating, "reactions from students, faculty
and administrators alike have been uniformly positive." Herzberger, too, commented on the apparent support of the
community, stating, "We don't want to be
contribution to sweat shop labor if we
can in anyway figure out how to avoid
it."

On The Beat
Will This Affect My Grade?
On March 23 the vehicle of a faculty member was hit by a student's Jeep, the
river of which left the scene. A few days later, the Campus Safety officer who
lad received the report located the vehicle and contacted its owner, who admited his involvement. The student reported that he fled the scene because he did

Trinity Opens Its Doors To The Meig
Several juveniles were found inside a dormitory on March 29. They told Camms Safety that they had received the code to the building from a student. The
ombination was capable of opening 240 doors on campus. The combination
vas removed from the system. There was no evidence that the children were tryng to enter student rooms.

Just Put it On Daddy's Charge Card
Campus Safety received a follow up report a few days after Disco Inferno, a
party held in the Vernon Social Center on March 20. The report explained that
several items in an open storage area had been taken or damaged. These items
included a Trinity College seal valued at over $500 and a couch. Other damage to
:he area is estimated at over $2,000. Campus Safety and the College are interested
n the return of the seal and assure that no questions will be asked.

Going Postal
On Saturday, April 3 the glass doors of several Post Office mailboxes were found
broken, with pieces of mail taken and ripped open. It is suspected that several
Easter cards with small amounts of cash were taken. Members of the neighborhood posse were found in the area, and were turned over to the Hartford Police
who brought them home to their parents.

Fire Alarm
A fire alarm in Jones Dormitory was activated at 2 PM on April 4 when a smoke
bomb was let off on the first floor. The Hartford Fire Department responded and
there are no suspects.

Taking A Test Drive
A student-owned 1992 Chevy Blazer was reported missing on April 6. The vehicle was parked on Summit Street near CPTV. The case was reported to the Hartford Police Department and currently there are no leads.

A Blast From The Past
A custodian in Ferris Athletic Center was checking ceiling tiles for a leak on
April 7. Found hidden.above the tiles were five leather wallets. The wallets were
stolen five years ago from several faculty members. It appears that the thief had
taken the valuables and hidden the wallets to avoid detection. The wallets have
been returned to their owners.

Tapped Out

For more information call Kristen
in Dr.'Kranzler's Office (860)679-4755

At approximately 10 PM on Saturday, April 10, ten Trinity students were arrested at the Tap for procuring liquor with false ID. The bartender on duty was
also arrested. The students were released on $500 bond and will appear in court
on Wednesday, April 14.
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Activist Discusses Human Rights Abuses In Burma
BY GILBERT GREEN

News Writer

On Wednesday, April 7, Zar
Ni, founder of the Free Burma
Coalition, spoke at Trinity College in a panel facilitated by
members of the Students for Selective Purchasing and Ethical
Investing (SSPEI) and Associate
Professor of Political Science
Brigitte Schulz. Zar Ni addressed the abuse of human
rights in Burma, and how
schools such as Trinity can contribute to the abuses by supporting the violators.
The first speaker, Schulz,
opened the discussion by addressing factors that contribute
to the oppressive political environment in Burma. She cited
the global economy, which she
said has been set up so that 80%
of the people in the world are
living in poverty.
Schulz traced the emergence
of the international market
back to 1492 and the beginning
of European colonialism. "Obviously, such a system cannot be
instituted without a substantial
amount of violence," she stated.
"Our economy is a war
economy."
Schulz discussed US investments in Burma, particularly
oil. Schulz argued that through
such connections, the US contributes to the problem in
Burma, and concluded by stating, "The point is that as we listen to what goes on in Burma. I
hope we'll all remember we
may directly or indirectly contribute to the misery there."

KATIE BRYANT

Associate Political Science Professor Schulz, Human Rights
Activist Zar Ni, and Jacob Kasell, Cynthia Hill, and Stacey Chen
presented the panel on human rights abuses in Burma.

Zar Ni, the second speaker,
left Burma on the eve of the
1988 massacre that saw the
murder of thousands of innocent people and changed the
country into a police-state. He
has been living in the United
States for the past eleven years
and founded the four year old
Free Burma Coalition.
Zar Ni began his presentation
by describing a personal experience: "Imagine a scene where
your mother is in the hospital.
Then, all of a sudden, you hear
a knock on the door at night
because it is considered a crime
to visit someone unless you report to the governmental authorities of the visit." Zar Ni
stated "Everyone wants to be

able to enjoy this basic human ever since.
right," and he emphasized that
Cynthia Hill "99, leader of the
"there is nothing culturally spe- SSPEI, then addressed solutions
cific about a relationship to a to the Burma problem. She
person."
pointed out, "in the case of
Zar Ni also touched upon Burma there is no need for vioBurma's colonial and military lence," and advocated support
history, describing how the in- for "a more positive and nonviodependence that Burma gained lent movement." Stacey Chen
from the British in 1948 was lost '99, also a member of SSPEI,
in a military coup fourteen added that positive change
years later. The military dicta- could be achieved through a
torship held power until 1988 combination of governmental
when the first democratic vote regulations and support from
saw the election of Aung San the private sector of the nation,
Suu Kyi. The dictatorship, how- including corporations and colever, did not recognize her elec- leges.
tion and violently suppressed
Chen then announced that
the thousands of students who Trinity College President Evan
protested this action. The dicta- Dobelle has decided to support
torship has maintained power Trinity's divestment from com-

panies that do business in
Burma. When asked what
would be the next goal for the
SSPEI since they had gained
Dobelle's assistance, members
stated that they would next
work to secure the trustees'support. The SSPEI is planning to
write letters to other colleges
urging them to divest from
Burma and follow the example
of Trinity and other colleges
around the country.
Zar Ni concluded the panel
discussion by describing the
accomplishments of the Free
Burma Coalition, stating that
since 1994 they have been able
to persuade 35 companies, including Pepsi and Amaco, to divest from Burma However, he
noted, the regime in Burma has
already persuaded several large
companies to refrain from boycotting, arguing that without
the investment of large companies, Burma could "become the
next Bosnia" because of its diverse population. Yet, as Zar Ni
pointed out, "it is an innate human desire to be free."
One audience member, Eva
Shaw '99, stated, "1 learned an
immense amount ...the situation
in Burma is so extreme it seems
almost imaginary and far away
from our lives. The whole country is enslaved for tourism, and
I feel like such a hypocrite being a part of a country that
would contribute to the problem. I was surprised to hear that
companies like Pepsi and J.
Crew have divested from
Burma, considering their track
record on human rights in other
countries.

WHEN FINALS M E Q¥Ei #

Trinity College
SUMMER STORAGE
&
SHIPPING
UPS Authorized Shipping Outlet
Coining to Mather Campus Center
May 4th - 14th, 21st - 22nd, and 24th

THE CRAMMING BEGINS.

SUMMER STORAGE
•PICKUPANDREDELIVE^
•ALLGOODSSTOl^I^^
•1NSURANCEASMLABLE
•LCCALIYOWNEDANDOPEElArED

MAIL BOXES ETC!
1028 BOULEVARD
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06119
(860) 232-2767
(Across from The Spigot)

41 CROSSROADS PLAZA
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06117
(860)231-0037
(Bishops Corner - Behind Waldbaums)
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Breaking the Ice Offers An
Entertaining Look at Dating
Come experience amazing
Celtic theater with Stations o/
Cuchulain, an adaptation of
six short plays by the Irish
poet Yeats. The production
promises new music and fantastic costumes, and will
open this Wednesday in Garmany Hall.

KAllfcblttANi
Cast members of the Studio 19 play Breaking the Ice. Director Emily Wade '01
stands to the far right.
now an overhead voice. This a riot as the waiter.
By A M Y BUCHNER
At the end of the photoshoot,
narration is heard over some
Arts Writer
swanky music reminiscent of reality returned along with the
1960's bachelor pad movies; a cafe furniture and the music
Many laughs were had by all sibilant voice whispers "sex" faded away. Jenny remains
seated, disgusted by Steve's line
in Seabury 19 a t last Thursday's every other measure or two.
The stage remains dark as of work. The two begin to argue
performance of Breaking the Ice.
This piece was written by Steve describes the story behind and ask each other questions
Daniel Rosen '01, directed by his recent photos. They tell the like "What is art?" and "What is
Emily Wade '01, and featured story of a young hotel maid pornography?" and "Can porthe talents of David Rothman (Kennet) and an investment nography be art?"
'02, Kevin Pemoulie '01, banker (Ball) who end up havAt this point the audience is
Amanda Holden '02, Jessica ing sex when he unexpectedly waiting for Jenny to storm out
Kennet '01, Alfred Olson '99, drops in on her "housekeeping." of the cafe, but in an interesting
Rothman's hysterical play-by- twist of plot, Steve explains that
and Justin Ball'01.
Holden and Rothman played play of their sexual encounter pornography can empower
a young couple on a first date. In was accompanied by a "photo." women and that through sex,
order to "break the ice," the two
Wade cleverly directed the all women become the "Sexual
begin, talking about their ca- sc^ne and brought tjie lights up Titans" that they are meant to
reers. Holden was excellent as and down on Ball and Kennet as be. Steve then leaves Jenny to
Jenny, a standoffish, bespec- they acted out the story. Each ponder this as he runs to the
tacled zoo employee, and time the lights came up, the au- bathroom. As the lights come
Rothman shined as Steve, a pho- dience was treated to a freeze down and the swanky music
tographer of pornography. frame of each new development returns, Jenny smiles to herself,
Jenny is shocked and appalled in the story. Ball and Kennet's making it clear that she plans to
upon discovering his line of facial expressions, body move- be Steve's new Sexual Titan.
Though a bit slow at the start,
work, so he endeavors to explain ments and poses were hysterical.
the artistry that goes into a good
Olson and Pemoulie also pro- the pacing soon sped forward
porn shoot.
vided many laughs as they en- and this very short play raced
Suddenly, the entire mood of tered the scenes as Wilt ahead to its conclusion. The talthe play changes: the cafe set is Chamberlain and a janitor, re- ented cast, director, and writer
struck from the stage, the lights spectively. Ball, Kennet and of this piece should be thanked
go out abruptly, and Rothman's Olson also doubled nicely as and praised for a very fun
description of the porn-shoot is cafe patrons and Pemoulie was twenty minutes.

The Bistro: Standing Room Only
Crowd Gives Rave Reviews To Multi-group A Cappella Concert
'Loch Lomand' —Sara Fleming '01
"I thought that the
Arts Editor
Accidentals' Mighty Mouse
piece was well done and very
Since we've recently pub- amusing. They had excellent
lished several reviews of a tone, good rhythm, and were an
cappella by our own writers, we well-organized group. I enjoyed
decided to see what the average the concert immensely and am
music-lover thinks. According glad I got the opportunity to
to the audience, the Bistro con- experience the excellence of all
cert last Wednesday was pretty four of Trinity's a cappella
awesome, despite limited post- groups," -Terry Rifkin '99
break rehearsal time. Check out
"All groups were great, but I
some of the comments from especially liked After Dark's
audience members.singers, and Performance." —John Kim '99
a couple guys who just couldn't
"I thought it was great. The
make it. You might just think Trinitones are sounding a lot
twice before skipping the next better this semester... I loved the
sing-fest!
songs that they chose, including
their version of 'Time After
The Audience:
Time.'"
—Kajal Gehi '01
"'No Diggity1 by After Dark
"It was great to have all four
was fabulous!" —Laila Sch- groups together, to see their difmutzler '99, Pipes & Audrey ferent styles. After Dark was reBonilla'99
ally great. Sarah Joyce's solos
"It was really nice to hear all showed that the Trinitones are
of the groups sing at once. Af- still a strong group even after
ter Dark did some older stuff 1 losing a few seniors." —Will
hadn't heard in awhile. I liked Dearie '01
'Faith.'" —Jennie Noakes '01
The Singers:
"1 thought After Dark was
"It was a lot of fun! It was great
good - they always are. I also to have a packed house - it was
liked what the Pipes did with a good crowd.Jots of fun to get
BY VIRGINIA LACEFIEID

together with all the groups." —
Ernie Anguilla '99, After Dark
Tthought all of it was really
great. From the point of view of
someone in an a cappella group,
we weren't completely up to par
so soon after spring break, but
it was great to hear everybody's
new songs. All the groups
sounded really good, and I had
fun even though it was really
hot in the Bistro." —Sarah Joyce
'01, Trinitones
"It was a good concert, surprisingly so, given the fact that
the groups had so little time to
prepare after a long break." —
James Creque '02, Accidentals
"It was bitchin'," -Elizabeth
Rohfritch, Pipes.
Those Who Couldn't Make It:
"1 wanted to go, but I ended up
doing something else." —Andrew Pearl'02
"I didn't go, so my reaction is
completely neutral." —Jesse
Sturges '00
The Final Word:
"It was a toe-tapping extravaganza! They kept me bopping
all night long. I had a ball! We
were dancing in the aisles!" —
Jennifer Antoniazzi '99

?

•

Stop by Cinestudio this
weekend to see one of last
year's funniest, most original
movies. Wes Anderson's
Rushmore will be playing
there on Thursday, April 15
through Saturday, April 17.
Bill Murray and newcomer
Jason Schwartzman both
give standout performances.

The Studio Arts Senior Exhibition opens in Widener
Gallery on April 19 featuring
work by Kathleen Fulton,
Jocelyn Schneider, Jeremiah
Stevenson, and Taylor Milne.
If you can't wait that long,
stop by Zion Gallery April 1520 for a display of Stevenson's
oil paintings.
The Hartford Symphony
Orchestra hosts two visiting
musicians at the Bushnell
this week: Cuban pianist
Santiago Rodriguez performs
April 13 & 14, and Mercedes
Ellington leads a tribute to
her famous grandfather on
April 15 & 16. Half price student rush tickets are available
one hour prior to show time.
Bring valid ID.
•

Choir Successful
Despite Difficulties
BY KATHERINE KIMBER

Announcements Editor

Last week's performance by
the Trinity College Concert
Choir presented audiences with
a show which varied both in
musical style and vocal quality.
The choir, a relatively small
ensemble with a disproportionate number of women, was directed by Susan Wiles and
accompanied by Jung Eun Bae.
Of the eighteen members, only
five are men, however, for an ensemble with such small and
uneven numbers, the voices
were remarkably wellbalanced
and blended.
The program opened with
"The Heavens are Telling" from
The Creation by Franz Joseph
Hayden. Jennifer Gagosz '00,
Laura McKelligott '02, and
Stuart Hatch '01 had solo parts,
sometimes singing as a trio
hacked by the larger ensemble.
The second section of the program was-Spring Canons for
Judy by Peter Winkler. This set
of nine canons, the texts of
which came from the Song of
Songs in the Bible, were originally written as musical exercises. Some were sung by the
whole ensemble, while others
were performed by small
groups. Several of the canons
were more technically than
musically pleasing, as well as
very difficult to sing, but overall, the choir executed them
skillfully.
The next selection was two

songs from Frostiana: poems by
Robert Frost set to the music of
Randall Thompson. "The Road
Not Taken," was full of dissonances resolving to consonances and full rich harmonies.
The second song was "Choose
Something Like a Star." For
much of the piece, the sopranos
held a high, crystalline note
that clearly evoked starlight.
The next set contained poetry set to music, this time by
two nineteenth century British
writers. "Banks of Doon," a
bea utiful goosebump-i nducing
ballad lamenting lost love, was
haunting and melodious.
Rounding out the set was the
more cheerful "Laughing Song."
The choir continued the upbeat mood with a Zulu song,
"Siyahamba." The ensemble first
sang in Zulu, then a guest percussionist accompanied the
choir for the English translation. This piece was followed by
"Salmo 150," by Ernani Aguiar,
a setting of the 150th psalm. The
last energetic piece was another
Zulu song, "Jabula Jesu," arranged by Stephen Hatf ield.
The final selection of the concert was Bob Chilcott's setting
of "Irish Blessing," a well known
parting wish from Ireland. This
beautiful and wistful air was an
appropriate close to the evening.
Overall, the choir gave a good
performance, in spite of the
more than few sour notes. They
sang some truly beautiful
songs, and compensated well
for their small and extremely
unequal numbers.
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Candler Carson Band Debuts Johnson Premiere Chaotic
But Emotionally Inspired
BY ANDREW PEARL

Subscriptions Manager

Turning part of Dante's Divine Comedy into a musical composition is an impressive task for any composer. Trinity
Professor Douglas B.Johnson's recent adaptation, however, expresses both a command of the subtleties of Dante's
language and of musical composition.
BETHGILLIGAN
Johnson created the piece to exemplify
Chappeil, Starr, and Schecter during a recent rehersal.
the ideas of Dante's 13th Canto, which
deals with the afterlife of anyone who
mal,
laid-back
feel
to
it.
In
between
BY BETH GIUIGAN
songs, the band chatted with the audi- has committed suicide. The section deArts Editor
ence and asked them if they had any scribes the pain that they would endure
song requests. Most of those in atten- after death and how their suffering reRegulars of the Underground Coffee- dance seemed to enjoy the show's atmo- lated to the sins that they had commithouse seemed somewhat surprised upon sphere, though reviews for the band were ted in life. Before the concert, Johnson
tried to explain the intricacies of the
entering their smoke-filled abode on somewhat mixed.
Wednesday night. Rather than the halfMary Clarke-Pearson '02 claimed to be music and attempted to show how it reempty tables and relative quiet they are overwhelmed, while Nate Chamberland lated to the themes in Dante's work. His
used to, they instead found the room '02 remarked, "1 think the band really half-hour dissection of the piece, howfilled with students gathered to hear the shines when they play their own work ever, was the most boring part of the
debut of Trinity's own Candler Carson and not embrace the pop Third Eye evening.
Band.
Blind stuff." Sara Getman '01 comLuckily, the lecture was short and the
The band is comprised of four sopho- mented, "Overall I was impressed with music finally began. This premiere permores; Chris Chappeil (vocals/guitar), their talent. I think that the songs they formance of Johnson's composition was
Joe Palladino (bass), Rob Schecter (gui- wrote themselves were a lot better than played by a very talented string quartet.
tar), and Andy Starr (drums). Having their renditions of other songs, like 'Ala- Through discordance and melancholy
just formed in January, they openly ad- bama' for instance. I don't think Chris tones, the piece recreates the pain and
mitted to being a little rough around the was meant to sing that type of song at chaos of the Divine Comedy. Johnson's
edges, but a number of enthusiastic fe- all, and I don't think Andy was particu- father, who died when the artist was
larly talented at playing the drums on young and to whom the piece is dedimale fans did not seem to notice.
The Candler Carson Band began their that song at all. But aside from that one cated, also played a major role in the emoset with the song "Secret Girl," which, weak spot, 1 think their performance was tional quality of the work.
was written by Chappeil. Throughout enjoyable."
After the concert, freshman Joshua
the rest of the evening, the band shifted
The members of Candler Carson de- Maciel commented on the program. "I
between their own material and covers scribe themselves as an alternative rock think it was good overall. The discorof songs such as 'Jumper" by Third Eye band, with Dave Matthews Band, Led dance was appropriate. Johnson really
Blind, the Dave Matthews Band version Zeppelin, and Third Eye Blind among created the setting Vie wanted for the
of "All Along the Watch tower," and even their musical influences. Surprised by • p i e c e . "
"Sweet Home Alabama." Chappeil did a the large turnout for their* first perforYet to someone who is not a music
few solo versions of some of his own mance, the band members hope the lover, this may have been the one true
songs, including "Lie" and Tracey."
same crowd will show up for their April flaw in the work. The piece seemed at
moments even too chaotic, to express too
Overall, the evening had a very infor- 17 performance at the Party Barn.

ARTHUR SIMOES

Trinity Professor Douglas Johnson.

much of Dante's horror and sorrow.
Though this was accurate to the poem,
it seemed at times to harm the musical
quality of the piece, which became more
literary than musical.
The excessive discordance made it
somewhat more difficult to comfortably
listen to the music. Several patrons expressed the feeling of being overwhelmed by the music. Perhaps the
incorporation of more peaceful tones
would have provided greater contrast to
the otherwise chaotic melodies.
Though some could argue how pleasant the piece was, few could argue the
intent of the work. Johnson remarked
that this was the most "personally satisfying" premiere he has had, and was
grateful to the string quartet for tVieir
strong interpretation of .the work. The ,'
quartetseemed to express the composer's
ideas flawlessly, and Johnson was truly
able to turn Dante's words into musical
notes.

ft
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SATURDAYMIGHT VERNONSOCIALCEHTER
FUNK, ROCK, ALTERNATIVE, ACOUSTIC, A CAPELLA & more
Featuring... On TWO Stages
UCONN'S Baltic Aue.. Central's Natural funk Selection..
Trinity's Own Cold Fusion, fitter Dark, Jones 1, Candler Carson Band
a special joint performance from The Accidentals & Trinitones
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Nobody Can Be Told What the Matrix Is...
BY DEVIN PHARR

Features Editor
By now most of you have probably
heard that The Matrix was a pretty good
film. I can only feel bitter because 1 was
one of the few people in attendance
opening night. Plus, the hope of actually
informing everyone that a movie is better than it looks has been DASHED ON
THEROCKSBELOW THANKS TOTHE
BLOODY TWO-WEEK LAYOVER
FROM LAST ISSUE. At least I can enjoy
explaining how a movie with Keanu
Reeves is worth seeing.
The Matrix was directed by the
Wachowski brothers. I've never heard of
them and I have a feeling Warner Bros, is
taking advantage of the idea that siblings make good movies together. It may
seem fantastic at first but you may be
surprised to hear the idea behind The
Matrix is something quite a few science
fiction writers have already brought up.
The question "what if reality isn't real,"
and "is what we see, feel and hear instead
a big facade everyone is experiencing at
once." A more appropriate advertising
slogan might be; "Never before has our
idea had so many financial backers,
hype, and action figures associated with
it." Still, 1 felt that aside from the special
effects, the slow unfolding of the story in
the film was one of the best parts. Therefore, I must warn you if you're already
interested in seeing the movie, skip the
next few paragraphs. Because like the
trailers say, no one can be told what the
Matrix is, because if we did then no one
would come to see our movie.
Most of us are familiar with the idea
that the sensations that put us in contact
wAtfi t\ie world area collection of e\ectr/cai impulses running from scnsovy or-

gans, such as our eyes, ears and bikiniregions. Thinking about sight, picture
how everything you see in a day, everything you're seeing now is really an electrical reaction from light particles being
focused onto your retina. The black of
this page is reflecting very little light and
therefore only a small electrical pulse is
being transmitted in its place. At the
same time the white of this page reflects
a great deal more light resulting in a
stronger pulse.
Where all these pulses go is, of course,
the brain. In my limited understanding,
the brain is able to translate those impulses because everything you know
and are able to do is transmitted in similar impulses. So you are able to understand that "Doctor Octopus" is not a real
person like "Conway Twitty," despite being a more interesting interview subject.
In the Matrix, essentially a huge computer program, that may no longer be
true. I may have actually just written
something about Dangermouse and
Tony Blair making out in a fountain.
However, looking back your brain would
tell you that what is there now about a
comic book villain and a country singer
has always been there.
The reason is that through the Matrix,
the electrical impulses in your brain and
from your senses can be controlled to the
point where you can watch, hear and feel
something that isn't actually happening.
This isn't actually the real world. As I
rather cryptically said before, what
you're experiencing would actually be a
gigantic computer program into which
you and everyone around you is hooked.
While in our minds we're college students ready to graduate anywhere from
this year until 2002, in the Matrix the
year is somevrtvete arou-nd 2200 and the
Earth's surface has been destroyed.

BE A COMMUNITY LEADER AND
EDUCATOR FOE DIVERSITY!!!
***P.R.LD.E. LERDERS IDRNTED***

WHO: Any Trinity Student who is
interested in and committed to
multiculturalism.
WHAT: Mentor first-year multicultural
students and work in conjunction with the
Office of Multicultural Affairs to promote
diversity and multiculturalism at Trinity.
WHEN: Applications available at the
Office of Multicultural Affairs (Harnlin/
Cook 203) starting April 12th.
Applications are DUE on April 26th.
Interviews for finalists will be scheduled
Apri26-May 3.
COMPENSATION: $2,000 for academic year
Don't miss out on this unique opportunity!

Only That It's Good And You Should Go See It!

wmmm

The Matrix, starring Keanu Reeves, is currently
playing at the Silver Lane Showcase Cinema.

Unlike some theories about the reality of reality, the Matrix does not imply
that we don't even exist. Instead, it says
that there are human beings very much
similar to our perceived selves in the
dream world. You see, we're all in a deep
coma and hooked into a computer with
everyone enjoying the same dream.
Sometime in the past, in a true reality
hidden to us, humanity lost a war to robots and in a similar scenario to the Terminator movies, they took control of the
earth. Having made some smart little
robots, (i.e. non-Microsoft) they saw the
value of using the electrical pulses generated by bio-organisms as a source of
power. Now, in a reality hidden to humanity, we're being bred by the robots
and-hve out our lives in warm liquid goo,

www.whatisthematrix.com

everything is possible without any real
effects as long as you can imagine it. The
catch is that the Matrix is incredibly convincing, with smell, taste, love, physics
and even death. So convincing, in fact,
that it can trick your brain into thinking you're sad, so you get depressed; or
that you've been cut, so your skin bleeds;
or even that you've died, at which point
your brain shuts itself down and actually does.
The robots are very aware that people
are living outside their control and are
entering the matrix of their own free
will. To combat them, it has attack programs called agents. Agents are one of
the more inventive bad guys to come out
of Hollywood, combining Friday the
Dth's '^ason" with the T-1000 from the

We are being bred by the robots and live out our lives in warm
liquid goo, hooked up to machines, which keep us dreaming
while feeding us on the liquefied remains of our own dead.
hooked up to machines, which keep us
dreaming while feeding us on the liquefied remains of our own dead.
So how do we fight this? Aren't we all
screwed, quite literally, into these machines? Yes and no. In the real world,
there are a few humans left deep underground. They fight to free the rest of humanity who are raised by the machines.
Since their fight began, they have managed to free a few hardwired human beings in essence "waking them up" to the
real world. These few, including the characters portrayed by Lawrence Fishburn
and Carrie-Anne Moss, are crucial to the
fight, mostly to wear skin tight leather
clothing and cool sunglasses, but also for
the advantages in being bred by robots,
which allowed their bodies to contain
the physical hookups necessary to actually enter and interact with computer
programs such as the Matrix. From there
they can find out more information, and
recruit more help.
You may not believe this, but these
rebels believe their ultimate salvation is
Keanu Reeves. As a computer hacker in
our collective dreamworld, he has for
some time, been aware that something
is not right with the world. Contacted by
Moss and Fishburn they seek to recruit
him for skills never really explained in
the film. You see, once the idea of the
Matrix as the real world is shattered it
becomes what it is: a dream. Just like in
your dreams, anything can happen and

Terminator and DC Comic's "The Flash".
These hunters are able to push the system to the limits of their abilities, move
fast enough to dodge bullets, and are vulnerable only because they must occupy
the space of a human being and in a
sense inhabit his body. However, because
they are separate programs, even if the
agent convinces the human it is occupying that he has died, the agent can simply jump to anyone else in the Matrix it
chooses and go after its next target.
As any other movie, this one suffers
from the presence of Keanu Reeves. At
certain points you find yourself laughing at his delivery. In this film, however,
it hardly matters what kind of actor he
is as he has relatively few lines for a main
character and very little acting to do. Instead, the problem is that he just doesn't
seem like the computer nerd or Matrix
champion he is supposed to be. Then
again most of the other actors are pretty
average if that is the kind of thing that
would really bother you.
Above all this movie is simply well
done. The special effects are excellent, as
is the camerawork and cinematography.
At two and half hours, some parts make
you wonder why it wasn't cut further, but
with such a complicated story running
behind the main plotline, the more time
to process what is going on, the better. By
all means, go, see this film, have fun, then
come back and try to forget that everything that film suggested might be true.

Arts in the Community
Currently on display at the main branch of the Hartford Public Library
is World of Words,an exhibit featuring prints by Puerto Rican Artist Imna
Arroyo and photographs by Haitian artist Marc Yves Regis. This display
is the first of four related events that will be taking place over the next
month. Trinity students are encouraged to attend. Contact the library or
Professor Susan Pennybacker for more information.
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Tripod Editors Attend Paris Media Conference
his wife, Berna, organizers of the
conference.
Students regrouped the next
morning on the AUP campus
for lectures by William Pfaff, a
political columnist syndicated
in the Herald Tribune and the
Los Angeles Times, Harriet
Welty Rochefort, the author of
French Toast, and Flora Lewis,
also a syndicated political columnist and former Chief Diplomatic columnist for the New
York Times. The evening was
devoted to a lecture and discussion on media, law, and the
internet.
The first day was a good example of things to come. For the
rest of the week, we enjoyed the
wisdom, experience, and humor of professional journalists,
and international correspondants who work in all fields
of media.
To complement the lecture
series, we took several field trips
to sites including the American
Embassy, Radio France, the offices of the Herald Tribune.and

BY D A N BERMAN AND
VIRGINIA LACEFIELD

Features/Arts Editors

During the week of March
22-26, Northwestern University
and the American University in
Paris (AUP) co-hosted the
fourth annual International
Media Program, sponsored by
the Center For the Study of International Communications.
For the second consecutive
year, Trinity students joined
representatives from Northwestern and AUP at the conference in Paris, France. New this
year, were eighteen students
from Southern Missouri State
College.
The program began with an
friendly opening reception on
Sunday night at the home of
AUP President Michael
Simpson. Also in attendance
•were Lee Huebner, former Publisher of the International Herald Tribune and current
professor at Northwestern, and

the French TV station TF1 NATO forces. The situation had
These visits allowed us a a direct impact on our group
glimpse of the differences be- when one of our speakers, CNN
tween the American and correspondent Jim Bitterman,
French press, and introduced us was suddenly called away on
to the various opportunities assignment to a NATO airbase
available in the field of interna- Northern Italy to cover to the
tional journalism.
conflict. Due to the wonders of
One underlying topic of dis- satellite technology, we viewed
cussion was the impending the CNN report live, then folbombing of Yugoslavia by lowed it with a conference call

with Bitterman, who described
the situation on the ground to us
firsthand. He also commented
on the dangers and intensity of
reporting from a war zone.
Overall, the conference was a
tremendous success for all involved, and we enjoyed the rare
chance to study international
journalism from a different perspective.

BETH ORTON
CENTRAL RESERVATION

BEWITCHED
BEWITCHED

$12.33 CD

CITIZEN KING
M l DBILE ESTA TEG

HANICE
HAN ICE
Dan Berman '01 and Virginia Lacefield '00

visit the Louvre Museum between lectures.
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30 Trinity Students Spend Spring
Break Building Homes In Georgia
BY ADRIAN DELLECKER

- Features Writer

College students often think
of Spring Break as a choice of
three possibilities. The first is to
go home, to party with high
school friends at night, and to
sleep during the day. The second, and most favored option, is
a week-long migration to a
warm and stress-free location,
say, Florida, and get a tan. Others choose to stay on campus in
order to work and spend a week
in bed sleeping.
Only a handful of Trinity students, however, opted for none
of the above, and chose to spend
Spring Break in Americus,
Georgia.
Habitat for Humanity has its
headquarters in this little town,
and for the second year in a row
they organized a frenzied building blitz in which 100 houses
are built over the span of four
weeks. 30 Trinity students went
this spring joining 1,300 other
volunteers from across the
country to help build 25 houses.
We built houses, and we built
relationships with nails, paint,

vinyl siding, and fiberglas. It
turned out to be an absolutely
amazing experience for every
one, to the possible exception of
our bus driver.
You know you've met great
people when a 23-hour bus ride
goes by like a charm. The sun
was hot the day we got there,
and it foreshadowed the week
ahead of us: shorts, t-shirts, and
suntan lotion.
Every day for us started at
6:00 AM. It sounds hard like
that, but when you are sleeping
in a cement-floored gymnasium with another 150students
in the room waking up at the
same time, it is actually not all
that difficult to wake up. Breakfast on the site was accompanied by what Habitat refers to as
the day's 'devotion', essentially
prayers and gospel.
At 7:30 in the morning, all of
us were hammering away, restlessly building a house bit by
bit. When we got to the site on
Sunday, only the wooden structure of the future houses stood
up from the ground. Day-by-day
our crews put in the insulation,
the dry walls, the sidings, the
tile roof, the doors, kitchen cabi-

nets, faucets, and so on. When
we left the site at the end of our
Spring Break, 25 houses had
been built and completed, ready
for the homeowners to move in.
Many of you might wonder
what exactly Habitat does for
the community. Essentially,
Habitat renovates or builds decent, modest homes for those in
need. The screening of applicants is complex, but effective.
The great thing about Habitat is
that i t emphasizes this community service as being compassionate rather than pitiful. The
Habitat motto is, "You want a
house, we can help you." We did
not build a house for these
people, but we helped them instead. All homeowners help as
much as anyone of us did and
fit in as many sweat-equity
hours as all other volunteers.
This helped build long-lasting
relationships between us innocent volunteers and our
homeowners, who all mani- Assistant Director of Community Service Joe
fested joy and gratefulness Barber hammers away while working on a weekthroughout the week.
long Habitat for Humanity project in Georgia.
The Americus Easter Morning Blitz turned out to be a truly
rewarding alternative to Spring
Break which did not compro-

mise the excitement, adventure,
and fun which other breaks
have brought to college students. All Trinity volunteers

KARAIVANOV

would agree to say that it was a
wonderful experience, which
we are all ready to participate in
again.

Robot Engineering Contest Returns To Trinity
BY SCOTT SUSSLIN

Features Writer

April showers bring many things: the
start of the baseball season, taxes, Mayflowers, and of course the annual Trinity College Autonomous Robot contest.
This year marks the sixth incarnation of
the world's largest autonomous robot
competition open to all ages. This year's
contest is April 18th from 10:00 AM to
4:00 PM at Trinity College's Oosting
Gymnasium in Ferris Athletic Center.

For those interested in the details of College's own "Phoenix," a product of a front and rear) to determine its distance
this year's contest, or those who want the team advised by Engineering Depart- from the surrounding walls and how
official word on, tfig.ruleSjpast champi- ment Chair Dr. David J.-Ahlgren, Despite parallel it is to them, and can thereby folons, or information'about joining the this being ai^legVspcVnsoredf contest,- < •low--those walls-vftthput running into..
Trinity College Robot Team, point your last year constituted Trinity's first vic- anything. These tools allow the robot to
web
browser
to
http:// tory. That alone should convey the level safely get from room to room in its neverwww.trincoll.edu/~robot.
of competition and excellence present ending quest for "The Candle." Once
The object of the contest is this: a every year. And to further add to the pres- there, an infrared sensor sweeps the
candle is randomly placed in one of four tige of the contest, past contestants in- room looking for a spike in the ambient
rooms in a maze, and a robot, under its clude Yale, MIT, Carnegie Mellon, Tufts, IR in the room, homes in on it (if it's
own power (that is, not radio-controlled, the Swiss Federal Institute of Technol- there), and turns on a high-powered fan
etc.), must find and extinguish the ogy, as well as perennial participants in order to extiguish the candle.
candle in the shortest time possible.
from Penn State and the University of
The variety of robot designs every year
Last year, thai robot was Trinity Hartford.
is one of the highlights of being involved
For all you interested techies, Phoenix with the contest year after year. Check
traverses the maze by way of stepper out the team pictures on the Robot Conmotors, whose speeds and direction are test website to see what I mean, or better
controlled by an internally stored pro- yet, come on down and experience the
gram that takes readings off of four side whimsy,.the magic, and the whole
sensors (each located on either side in the robotness of it all.

A Co-educational Summer School
for College Students 1 0 C 1 O

O
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The Trinity
College Robot
Team's "Phoenix"
captured first
place in last year's
International
Engineering
Contest.

SESSION I: June 1 4 - J u l y 9
SESSION H: July 1 2 - A u g u s t 6

COURSES IN:

Art, Biology, Chemistry, Economics, Education,
English, French, Italian, Mathematics, Philosophy,
Psychology, Sociology and Theatre Studies.

WWW.TR1NCOU.EDU

Personalized instruction By WeHesley professors
Full college credit: day and evening classes
Siate-oj-the-art sports center and computer facilities
Lakeside campus near Boston

I]
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t

WaiesiEV COLLEGE SUMMER SCHOOL
106 Central Street • Wellesley, MA 02481-9440

phone: 781-283-2200
e-mail: summerschool@welbsley.edu

www.welJesley.eclu/SummerSchool
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Around Tie Tri|od
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
SEXUAL CONDIMENT AT
5 IN THE MORNING?
ANDREW
WEISS '01,

Opinions Editor
Fire and Ice: the campus as only the admissions office can make it. No doubt
prospective students are disappointed that it doesn't actually look like this.

VIP DAYS BROCHURE

"Salsa, because I like to
say salsa."

VIP Days: Admissions Office
Pulls Out All The Stops
Every year about Softball
season, hundreds of high
school seniors make the trek to
Trinity to find out if they really
want to spend
DAN
their college

y

HERMAN

ears inHart

-

- ford. They call
it "VIP Days," because someone
here feels that if we make them
feel really, really, special, they
just might be here come September.
Remember when you were a
high school senior waiting for
acceptance letters, running
home to check your mailbox
and looking for that thick envelope? Don't lie. Of course you
do. And for those too cool to remember, just check out the seniors waiting for graduate
school acceptances in the Post

Office. For the detached, it's fantastic sport...it just may be wise
not to tell your senior friends
that you enjoy watching them
squirm and sweat over their
mailbox combo.
So these visitors (guests, if
you will) have just recently gone .
through a very stressful period
in their lives, and now want to
get a feel for what life is like at
Trinity.
If, and a very big if, they really want to go here. Part of the
theatre is watching the attitudes of the parents as compared to the students. Parents
want to know every little detail
about the place, so they may
plan for the minor rarity that
might just happen if their child
makes the very unlikely decision to consider possibly think-

ing about committing to attend.
The prospective student, on the
other hand, often have simpler
questions, like about, you know,
parties, fraternities, availability
of illegal substances.
Generally speaking, parents
are also usually more interested
in the school, and are not afraid
to ask the dumb question. They
know that there are no stupid
questions, just stupid people,
and being professionals who
raised someone who was accepted to our fine institution,I'd
like to think that they're not
stupid.
Their children, on the other
hand, while not stupid either,
are too concerned with stepping out of line and being
branded for life that they gensee VIP DAYS on page 16

KRISTEN
BURNS '02

News Editor
"I'm not responding to
that, tny mother is going
to read this."

JAMIE
GRIFFITH '99,

Opinions Editor
It was about 5 AM when
we took this. I think he's
already said everything
he needs to.

CHEESE HZZA

14" medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional loppings $.50onmed
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
spinach
ricotta
tomatoes
sausaqe
CITY TIZZA SPECIALTIES
PRIMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
"
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
•"FREE DELIVERY"*
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
With $7.00 minimum purchase
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
We deliver cigarettes
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball lopped with
bacon and fresh cheese
City Pizza Special for
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15.95
Riled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
Trinity College
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley

MY. STYLE PIZZA!!

236-2616

SHEET PAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII

TRY OUR SPECIAL
Buffalo Wings ( 1 0 ) : ••:/-vr:

''

-$435

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage
GRINDERS
8" Half

Cooked Salami
Eggplant
Genoa
Ham
Meatballs
Roast Beef
Sausage
Tuna

Turkey
Veggie/cheese
Chicken Cutlet
Steak/Cheese
Seafood

$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3,75
$3.75
$3.75
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
meat) $4.50

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95
16" Whole

$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
• $9.00

DINNERS
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
Chicken Parrnigiana with pasta
$7.95
Baked ziti
$7.95
Meat Ravioli
$6.95
Cheese Ravioli
$6.95
Veggie Ravioli
$6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SAIADS
CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
.
TOSSED SAIAD
$1.95
GARLIC BREAD
Small $ 1.50
Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch

(no coupon needed, just mention special)
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
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Russell Fugett Brings New
Perspective To SCA Board
Bv SARA GETMAN

Features Writer

During the last week before
the election, Russell Fugett '01
was up nearly every morning
campaigning
somewhere
around campus. He would talk
to people on his way to classes
and meals, and encourage them
to vote for him. He really
wanted to be president and he
is extremely excited and honored that he won, especially
with 69 percent support from
the student body.
Fugett ran for president for a
variety of reasons, but mostly,
he said, "I wanted to create
change." He said that he has
found that there is a general
feeling among students that
SG A is failing them. In the past,
he doesn't believe that SGA has
reached out to people enough
and believes that, "we need to
give SGA back to the students."
Fugett feels that there are a lot
of strong leaders of other organizations that would be able to
positively contribute to SGA
and he wants to incorporate
them into student government.
He also wants students in general to know that if they have a
problem they can come to the

SGA meetings and voice their
concerns.
Fugett's other main goal is to
facilitate a stronger relationship
between SGA, and the faculty
and administrators. He would
like to have individuals like VP
of Student Services Sharon
Herzberger, President Dobelle,
and Interim Dean of Faculty
Miller Brown present at more
SGA meetings. He feels that by
creating this stronger relationship students will have more of
an overall connection with the
faculty and administrators and
that SGA will be able to be more
effective in having a stronger
voice. Also, he hopes to prevent
drastic changes from occurring
over the summer, when the students are not on campus, such
as the recent changes to alcohol policy.
"1 think SGA is really going to
challenge me," said Fugett, who
takes on the challenge of an inexperienced Executive Board.
Thus, he believes people like
VP/Finance Darrick Mello '00
will be invaluable in providing
fundamental knowledge about
what the executive board needs
to do to take care of issues.
Fugett's position as the Vice
President of Multicultural Affairs has given him experience

OH

as a student leader. He wanted
to be more involved but his involvement with multicultural
affairs prevented him from being as active as he would have
liked.
Currently, Fugett is the
multi-cultural residential coordinator for the Umoja House.
He has also been involved in
Pride: the mentorship program
for multicultural students.
Next year, in addition to being
president of SGA, he will be a
first year mentor with Eugene
Leach, his current advisor.
Russell said "I am honored to
have been elected and I'm overwhelmed by the support I have
received so far. I'm going to do
my best. We're not going to get
everything right, but our first
commitment is to the students
and I'm willing to do anything
it takes for the student body."
Russell believes that "activism
is key," and through that activism he plans to introduce positive change at Trinity.

not.

DEVIN PHARR

President last Thursday claiming 69 percent of

the vote.

0

10. Males everywhere working to triple the
current number of vulgar names for female
body parts.
9. "Everything we eat, we'll catch, kill and
cook ourselves, honey."
8. Women should be thankful we use the
bathroom, let alone leave the toilet seat up.
7. One word' Possies

6. Youget a house while most men would be
perfectly happy living in a Winnebago
5. Instead of watching NASCAR in our
underwear we could watch NASCAR in
your underwear.
4. Working out a system of yelps and
barking for hanging out with friends
3. Refusal to see any movie without Tanks,
Van Damme or Fron tal Nudity
2. Desire to have kids so tough they try
crack and get bored.
1. Goin' Commando24-7.

VIP Days: Note The Sudden
Improvement In Campus Life
continued from page 15
erally don't talk too much, and
much effort is made to get the
student to talk so we can actually see if they have a brain or

Russell Fugett '01, secured his as election SGA

Top Ten Things
That Could Be
Worse About Men

'•

•

'f

•

Knowing the differences between teenagers and parents,
the Admissions Office divides
them up for afternoon panel
discussions. Part of the VIP Days
program, the panel discussions
allow for Trinity to spin both
students and parents, without
allowing them to check notes
with each other to look for horse
manure. The panels also allow
parents to ask questions without their sons and daughters
being mortally embarrassed.
This is a good thing, especially if the parent wants to ask

about the alcohol policy, and
expects their son or daughter to
agree with their stance that all
underage drinkers should be
tarred and feathered, then put
in the gallows and forced to
watch tapes of old SGA meetings.
Of course, there are many factors which play into the success
of VIP Days. Much of the budget is spent on bribing the man
upstairs for three days of good
weather, so the school looks as
good as the brochure. The food
at Mather and the Cave always
seems to improve, although
Larry Dow and Co. can't be too
happy about the paper plates
and plastic silverware in Crossroads Cafe. All signs from the
SGA election, save for the occa-

sional "Vote for Russell Fugett"
ballpoint pen, have been mercifully removed from our sight,
and the campus looks immaculate. And the food from the dethe fridges in multiple dorm
rooms.
1 guess what I'm trying to say
is that VIP Days should not be
looked upon by Trinity students
as a chore, or as obstacles to
weave through on the Long
Walk when rushing to class.
Don't groan when the VIP in
front of you raises her hand to
answer the professor unless you
know the answer - let them
make themselves look good.
Basically, lay off. Don't give
them a hard time. They'll be
freshmen soon enough.

Bianca The Bloated
B.f a n c a ' s Poppin* Mi<boL Eoeayorae's W e e k WILL Sack!
[

flSCES

AQUARIUS

rH5 15-MAR 2O

JAN2O-TLB 13

APR 20-MAY 20

SOOO, my fishy friends, you are
feeling nostalgic for spring break so
soon? Bianca suggests that you ease
the pain by selflessly giving of yourself. Give Bianca your money.

Get lots of rest this week. Maybe spend
all of tomorrow in bed. (hint, hint!)
Bianca sees action on your horizon. Don't
react impulsively to the unexpected; and
DON'T go commando.

You have been grappling with an important decision. The time has come to
fish or cut bait. Do not fear making the
wrong choice, You are screwed either
way.

5CORHO

5AG1TTARIUS.,

OGT 2.5 - NOV 21

NOV22-DE.C21

What's up with you my anti-social
one? Bianca commands thee to get out
and meet some new people this week.
You are in danger of growing moss.
Two words for you ducks:
Reckless Abandon.
CAPRICORN
DEC 22 -JAN l?
Bianca's advice to you is to
start drinking heavily.

LEO

TAURUS

•

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JLIN20

I

Okay. So you stepped in it. You really screwed things up. You will be
feeling the repercussions until Thurs.
A tip-wear green. It will attract that special someone.

This is your week to do some serious
housecleaning. The pile of crap under
your bed is going to become its own life
form soon. Bianca suggests that you get
a tetanus shot before you begin, and don't
forget the laundry.

ARIES

CANCER

MAR 21 -APR \9

^ p ^ XIN2I-XIL22 ^ ^

There will be temporary chaosforyou
Don't worry, love. Your little secret is
this week as you navigate unfamiliar ter- safe with Bianca. But be wary of whom
ritory. Stay cool. A hint: toga. It will all else you confide in. Trust no one. Avoid
be Kosher in the end.
the Cave tomorrow. Heh, heh.

My regal friend, now is the time to
get off your perch. Be humble this
week. Let the glory come to you rather
than the other way round. Trust in
Bianca.

Ll&RA
You are so stressed-out that you are
approaching an out-of-body experience. Bianca's advice to you, my pretty
one, is to restore your balance by shaking up your social life. Throw yourself
at someone.
VIRGO
i AUG25-SE.PT 22
Okay, so your sign is "the virgin; but
your actions would imply otherwise.
Slow down, you are going to pull a
muscle!

FreeDelivery
233-8888

SPECIAL!!
Large Cheese Pizza

ORIGINAL NEW YORK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue

$5.50
Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

We deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford

233-8888

$7.00 minimum
for delivery

Open 7 days a week - 11:00am to 2:00am
LDe deliuer slices & Cigarettes

Use your charge card
for any delivery....
($10.00 minimum)

*

*

Medium 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
*
*

Cheese
Veggie
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings

Medium

Large

$7.50
$9.75
$10.25
$ .50

$9.85
$14.05
.$15.75...
$1.00

•

Sicilian
$13.00
$17.00
$18.50
....$1.50

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes

*
JL.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo, BBQ sauce, hot

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan cheeses

peppers, oil, vinegar.

blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

Philly Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Bacon
*
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana
if Eggplant Parmigiana
Meatball Parmigiana
•fa Veal Parmigiana
Sausage Parmigiana
A Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey
* Tuna.....
Veggie Grinder
« Pepperoni Grinder.
Salami and Cheese
* Chicken Sandwich
Grilled Turkey and Bacon
*
BLT and Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese

$5.50
$6.25
$7.45
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
'.'.*.'..'..\"....'.y.$5.15
$5.15
$4.90
$4.65
$4.65
.......$4.25
$4.90
$4.90
$5.15
$5.75
$4.25
$4.90

*

DINNERS

*

served w/ garlic bread w/ cheese • Lasagna
• Manicotti • Ravioli•Stuffed Shells
$6.30 (with Meat $1.00 extra)

*

Calzone
each additional filling

$4.90
$ .50

APPETIZERS
Buffalo Wings (hot, mild, or suicide)
Chicken Fingers
Mozzarella Sticks
Onion Rings
French Fries
Cheese Fries
Fried Dough
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/ Cheese.....
Chips.

(12) for $5.60
$5.00 *
(7) for $4.75
$3.20
$2.65
$3.70
(8) for $2.00
.....$1.85
$2.40
.$ .50

SALADS
Tossed Salad
Antipasta Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

$4,05
$5.75
$5.75
$ .50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

.....$3.25

SODAS (one liter)
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

$1.60 *

Prices do not include tax.

FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH
with Any Large Pizza Order

$2.25 OFF
Any Large Pizza or Any Sicilian Pizza

FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD
with Any Large Pizza Order

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before 'ordering

Must-present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
•
Must mention coupon before ordering'. ;

FREE Order of BUFFALO WINGS
with Any Large Pizza Order

$1.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza

Large Cheese Pizza $5.00
with purchase of any large pizza

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

I
I
I
.J.
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Dr. Armageddon:
Words To Live By
What happened to Around Trinity?
Numerous People, All Classes

NATO's military offensive bombed the shit
out of it, sorry.
What was the deal ivith the TCAC Nexo Years
Party?
Fuzzy-Headed Frank, 2001

In a surprise twist Trinity students got shitty
drinking beer and champagne at the party barn.
Lately I've noticed that there are a lot more
attractive and well endowed coeds on campus.
Wfiat's going on?
Horny Harry, 2002

Good looking women hibernate in the offseason. They've been living off of their excess
fat all winter, and now they have shed their
tight black pants in favor of tight white tank
tops and short shorts. This is their sign to the
male gender that they are ready to procreate.
Like rabbits.
Wliere'd you go for Spring Break?
Inquisitive Ian, 1999

All you need to know is that, regardless of
what I did or where I wait, my morals, values,
and ethics were at least twice as honorable as
yours.
Wfio are you ? Where'd you come from ?
Jealous Jamie, 1999

I am your worst nightmare.
I came from the wild, wild West.
Wlwt's going on at Spring Weekend?
Anxious Andy, 2001

We'd like to be the first to announce that the
name of the band performing on the LSC
quad doesn't really matter because you'll be
too drunk to remember them anyway.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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LECTURES
Translation Troubles

Stations of Cuchulain

On Wednesday, April 14 at 4:00 PM, Professor of Modern Languages Kenneth Lloyd^Jones will give a lecture
as part of the Faculty Lecture Series. The lecture is entitled "The Betrayals and Fidelities of Literary Translation: Montaigne and Paul Celan" and will be held in the
Faculty Club of Hamiln Hall. Admission is free and
refreshments will be served.

The Department of Theater and Dance presents Stations of Cuchulain, an adaptation by Arthur Feinsod
of six plays by Ireland's finest poet, William Butler
Yeats. The epic story is centered on Cuchulain, a
larger-than-life Celtic hero. Performances will be held
Wednesday, April 14 through Saturday, April 17 at 8:00
PM and Sunday, April 18 at 2:00 PM in Garmany Hall
in the Austin Arts Center. Tickets are $8 general admission, $5 discounts, and free with a Trinity ID.

Mostly Harmless?
On Wednesday, April 14 at 4:00 PM in McCook Auditorium, Michael O'Hanlon will give a lecture entitled
"Mostly Harmless? Man-catchers and the Colonial
Imagination in British New Guinea." O'Hanlon is the
Director of the Pitt Rivers Museum of the School of
Anthropology and Museum Ethnography, at the University of Oxford, England. A reception will follow.

The Trouble With Sex
On Thursday, April 15 at 12:30 PM in the Women's
Center, Associate Professor of Legal and Policy Studies
Adrienne Fulco will give a lecture entitled "The Trouble
With Sex: A Primer on the Supreme Court's Recent
Sexual Harassment Rulings-" as part of a Lunch Series
that is sponsored by the Women's Center. Bring your
own lunch; dessert and beverages are provided.

Hitler and the Final Solution
Christopher Browning, Professor of History at Pacific
Lutheran University, will give a lecture entitled "Adolf
Hitler and the Final Solution," on Thursday, April 15 at
4:30 PM in the Life Science Auditorium. Browning has
written a number of books on the Holocaust.

Immigrant Women
On Thursday, April 15 at 7:00 PM in Terrace Rooms
B and C, Drjale Ahmadi will give a lecture entitled "Immigrant Women: Between Fundamentalism and Racism." The lecture is presented by the Human Rights
Program, the Diaspora Series, the Women's Center, the
Women's Studies Program, the Department of Psychology, the Educational Studies Program, and the International Studies Program.
Dr. Ahmadi studied medicine at the University of
Tehran before rtie 1979 revolution1 Vn Iran and was imprisoned under the Pahlavi regime and Islamic Republic. As a refugee in Germany for the last twelve years,
she has worked in alternative educational and feminist
organizations and has spoken and written widely on
anti-foreigner racism, "culturalism," and fundamentalism.

Cuban pianist performs with HSO
On Tuesday, April 13 and Wednesday, April 14 at
8:00 PM at The Bushnell, Cuban pianist Santiago
Rodriguez will perform musical interpretations of
Mexico and Spain with Music Director Michael
Lankaster and the Hartford Symphony Orchestra.
Rodriguez will perform de Falla's "Nights in the Garden of Spain" and Liszt's Piano Concerto No. 1.
Lankester will also lead the orchestra in Copland's "El
Salon Mexico" and Ravel's "Rhapsodie espagnole."
Tickets are $15-$47; half price student rush tickets are
available half an hour before the performance. For
more information, call (860) 987-5900.

Duke Ellington centennial tribute
At 8:00 PM at The Bushnell on Friday, April 16 and
Saturday, April 17, the granddaughter of American jazz
legend Duke Ellington will join the Hartford Symphony POPS! in a tribute to the 100th anniversary of
Duke Ellington's birth. Mercedes Ellington, an awardwinning singer, dancer, and choreographer, will guide
two singers, four dancers, and the HSO POPS! through
this celebration program that will feature Ellington
classics. Tickets are $15-$47; half price student rush
tickets are available half an hour before the performance. For more information, call (860) 987-5900.

Irish Music and Dance Festival
On Friday and Saturday, April 16 and 17 at 8:00 PM,
the University of Connecticut'sJorgensen Auditorium
will feature The Green Fields of America, a showcase
of the best Irish-American musicians and step-dancers. Tickets are $11-$21. For more information, call
(860)486-4226.

Trinity LIVE'99
On Saturday, April 17 at 10:00 PM in the Vernon Center, Trinity and University of Hartford students will
perform live funk, rock, jazz, acoustic, and a capella
music. Admission is free, Alt. Bev. ID required.

I'm concerned about this whole "Kosovo" thing.
Are we going to send in ground troops ?
Suspicous Sheila, 2001

Yes "we" are. For those of you not yet versed
in the complex and highly intellectual world
of wartime politics here is a brief explanation:
All is well in the White House = Billy Boy
ignores Chinese occupation of Tibet.
Billy Boy "stains" Monica's dress = Billy Boy
bombs Iraq.
NBC interview with Jane Doe #5 (Billy Boy's
alleged rape victim)=Billy Boy sends ground
troops into Kosovo.
Billy Boy hires a male intern=Billy Boy starts
WorldWarm.
What should I do to prepare for the year 2000
Armageddon?
.
Concerned Kerry, 2001

Get drunk beyond belief and have
indiscriminate sex with at least three women.
Pass outknowing that you don'thave to deal
with.the consequences. (December 31st is a
Friday, so it shouldn't feel too awkward.)
Dr. Armageddon controls the creative
content of this column. And you don't.
Dr. Armageddon answers trie questions
of the Trinity community weekly. If you
have a question for Dr. Armageddon, drop
a; line to tripod@mail.trincoll.edu, drop a
file to "General Resources/Docex/
Tripod", orsendaletter to campus mailbox
#702582. Be sure to mark the document
"Attention: Dr. Armageddon", and let us
turn around your sorry lives!

CINESTUDIO
DR. AKAGI

Tue,Aprl3

7:30 PM

(Japan, 1999) Directed by Shohei Imamura. Screenplay by Imamura & Daisuke Tengan, based on the novel Dr. Liver
by Ango Sakaguchi. Cast: Akira Emoto, Kumiko A so, Jyuro Kara. The last film by Shohei Imamura (he announced his
retirement last year) is a wrenching black comedy, set in small fishing village near Hiroshima in 1945. American
planes carrying the A-bomb are already in the air, but the film's main character, Dr. Akagi, is obsessed with curing the
hepatitis that he imagines is lurking in everyone he meets. His reluctant patients include a rogues' gallery of fellowmisfits: prostitutes, morphine addicts, drunken monks and sex fetishists - all blissfully unaware that their lives are
about to be changed forever, "unsurpassed weirdness and apocalyptic poetry"J. Hoberman, The Village Voice 128 min.
A Hartford Premiere.

ENEMY OF THE STATE (R)

Wed, Apr 14

7:30 PM

(1998) Directed by Tony Scott. Screenplay by David Marconi. Cast Will Smith, Gene Hackman, Jon Voigt. Will
Smith rules as the protector of the Fourth Ammendment who comes under attack by a malicious gang of high-tech
dweebs. Don't miss this pure fun, paced-at-the-speed-of-light conspiracy thriller! 127 min.

RUSHMORE(R)

Thu & Fri, Apr 15 & 16
Sat, Apr 17

7:30 PM
2:30 PM, 7:00 PM

(1998) Director: Wes Anderson. Screenplay by Anderson and Owen Wilson. Cast: Bill Murray, Jason Schwartzman,
Olivia Williams, Seymour Cassel, Brian Cox. There's been quite a buzz about Bill Murray's inspired performance as a
melancholy steel tycoon in Rushmore, an offbeat coming of age story that inhabits the head of a precocious 15 year old
named Max Fischer. Fischer, who is part nerd, part boy genius, is too busy staging plays inspired by 70s movies (including Serpico and Apocalypse Now) to make the grade at his New England private school. When he enlists the help
of Murry in a scheme to built a giant aquarium, they end up in competition for the love of the same woman: "the
season's wittiest, most original and best-written portrait of a young (very young) man is surely Wes Anderson's
Rushmore" J. Hoberman, Village Voice. 95 min.

HAPPINESS

Fri, Apr 16
Sat, Apr 17

9:35 PM
9:05 PM

(1998) Written and directed by Todd Solondz. Cast: Lara Flynn Boylejane Adams. Cynthia Stevenson, Dylan Baker,
Louise Lasser, Ben Gazzara. Colette had Paris; James Joyce - the streets of Dublin. For Todd Solondz, it's the toxic
pathology of suburban New Jersey that gets his creative juices going. His most recent film is a dark and disturbing
comedy with more than a few unforgettable scenes that owe their gross-out quality to the oeuvre of John Watters.
Happiness' hilariously unhappy family consists of three sisters: a ruthless book editor, a pathetic shlump, and an apparently satisfied wife and mother, who is actually living in a nightmare. 135 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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AUBEV.
Wednesday, April 14

Studio Arts Senior Exhibition

Is the NSA as Bad as All That?

The Studio Arts Senior Exhibition opens on April
19 in the Widener Gallery in the Austin Arts Center
with a reception from 4:30-6:30 PM. The exhibit features works by Kathleen Fulton, Taylor Milnejocelyn
Schneider, and Jeremiah Stevenson. The exhibition
runs through May 9, and is open daily from 1:00-6:00
PM. The gallery will reopen during commencement
weekend, May 22 and 23.

On Wednesday, April 14 at 7:30 PM at Cinestudio, the
TCCTR Cryptography Reading Group will sponsor a
free showing of the movie "Enemy of the State," followed
by an informal discussion on privacy, cryptography, the
NSA, and Public Policy. If you have any questions, contact Professor David Cruz-Uribe at x2297.

7:00 PM

Spanish Film Series
LSC Auditorium

9:00 PM

Open Mike Night
Underground Coffee
House

Library Book Sale

9:30 PM

The Trinity College Library's annual book sale will
be held on April 15th, from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM in the
Library Lobby.

Rane
The Bistro

10:00 PM

Movie Night
The Cave

Senior Thesis Exhibition
Jeremiah E. Stevenson's Senior Thesis Exhibition
opens on Thursday, April 15 with a reception from
4:30-6:30 PM. The show, which features Stevenson's
oil paintings, will be held in the Zion Gallery, 211 Zion
Street and will run through April 20. The gallery is
open Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 2:30-5:00
PM, or by appointment. For more information, call
(860)297-5232.

Community Service Award
An alum of Trinity and St. Anthony's Hall has donated $1000 for the purpose of developing new community service projects or assisting in the enhancement
of current projects. If you are interested in this award
for a particular project of idea, you must fill out an application and return it to the Community Service Office no later than April 16. Award notifications will be
announced on April 23. If you have any questions or
comments, contact Joe Barber at x4256, Nicole
Cocchiaro at x2741, or Patrick Nolen at x3519.

Vision and Small Stories
"Vision" and "Small Stories" are two exhibits at the
Pump House Gallery that run through Friday, May 21.
"Vision" features photographically-based works by
photographer Marcia Reid Marsted, and "Small Stories" is a series of collages by Margaret Plaganis. The
Gallery is open Tuesday through Friday, 11:00 AM-2:00
PM, or by appointment. For more information, call
(860)543-8874.

Fire Fighting Robot Contest
The sixth annual Trinity College Fire Fighting Robot Contest will be held on Saturday, April 17 from
12:00-10:00 PM at Ferris and Sunday, April 18 at 9:00
AM at Oosting Gym. Teams from around the world,
including Israel, Switzerland, and Trinity, will be competing.

Summer Theater Positions

Chapel Happenings

Hartford Children's theater is looking for instructors
in the area of performing arts, stage management, and
technical design who can work well with children ages
9-17 for the 1999 Summer Youtheater program. Instructors are needed in acting, dancing (hip-hop, jazz, tap),
musical theater, voice, puppetry, commedia dell' arte,
acrobatics as well as directing, lighting/costume/set
design, sound engineering and stage management.
Teaching experience preferred. Program runs June 28 August 1. Please send resume, references, and a list of
classes you are interested in leading to: Michael Candela, Executive/Artistic Director, Hartford Children's
HfcalKii P&254?; Haftford, CT 0SIW2547. "'

Wednesday, March 24
12:00 PM

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

Thursday, March 25
6:30 PM

Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

Sunday, March 28
•§:00PM

RpinffitCa.tholicMass
s Service

Now PLAYING™ ^pp

Thursday, April 15
6:00 PM

Ballroom Dance
Lessons
Washington Room

7:00 PM9:00 PM

Poetry Slam
Faculty Club

9:00 PM

Channeling Owen
Underground Coffee
House

9:30 PM

Bookhouse Boys
The Bistro
Alt. Bev ID required

Friday, April 16
7:35 PM

Wolfpack vs Portland
tickets $10 in SLRC

9:00 PM

Blind Date
Washington Room

10:00 PM2:00 AM

Imani Party
Vernon Center
Alt. Bev. ID required

Saturday, April 17
7:00 PM

Movie Night
The Cave

10.00 PM£00 AM

Trinity UVE
Vfernon Center
Alt, Bev. ID required

Mindful Living
On April 15 from 9:55 to 11:10 AM, in the Chapel, the
Religion Department and the Asian Studies Program
are sponsoring a talk - "Mindful Living" by the Venerable Thich Tri Hoaiig, Abbot of the Vietnamese Buddhist Pagoda in New Britain, CT. All interested
members of the Trinity College community, and the
public at large, are invited to attend.

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, April 15
Prices are $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810
10 Things I Hate About You (PG-13)
Analyze This (R)

:
:

12:45 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:25 PM
1:05 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:35 PM, 7:05 PM, 7:50 PM,
9:30 PM, 10:10 PM
12:35 PM, 235 PM, 4:35 PM
12:50 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:10 PM
1:30 PM, 3:30 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:00 PM
9:00PM
12:30 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:15 PM
12:40 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:35 PM
1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM,
7:40 PM, 10:00 PM, 10:30 PM ':"
'•
1:20 PM, 3:25 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:50 PM
1:10 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:20 PM :
1:00PM,3:10PM,5:10PM,7:30PM,9:45PM
12:40 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:40 PM, 1&.05 PM
1:15 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:10 PM ;...,

Baby Geniuses (PG)
The Corruptor (R)
Doug's 1st Movie (G)
•EDtv (PG-13)
Forces of Nature (PG-13)
GO(R)
;
The Matrix (R)
The Mod Squad (R)
Never Been Kissed (PG-13)
, , TheOut-of-Towners(PG-13)
The Rage: Carrie 2 (R)
Twin Dragons (PG-13)

. '
,
:

.
'
'

,/ .

Hoyts Manchester Cinema 6 - 308 Broad St., Manchester, CT
•

.

.

.

'

•

•

•
•

Elm Theater - 942 South Quaker Lane in Elmwood
Times are valid through Thursday, March 25
Prices are $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
The Deep End of the Ocean (PG-13)
True Crime (R)

7:10 PM, 9:30 PM
7:00 PM, 9:30 PM

Classifieds
Get the Hell Out of Here
••,:

•••:'•

$199 r o u n d t r i p

'

7:10 PM
7:20 PM
7:30PM
7:00 PM
6:50PM

Cruel Intentions (R)
Elizabeth (R)
Message in a Bottle (PG-13)
Saving Private Ryan (R)
You've Got Mail (PG)

On Saturday, April 17, the freshman colloquium
"Dana: Cartoons and Social Commentary" will
present a day long conference on MTV, cartoons, and
of course, Daria. The conference, which will run from
9:00 AM-5:00 PM, will be held in the Smith House.
Featured speakers include Anne Bernstein, one of the
writers for Daria, members of the Daria class, and others. For more information, call Gary Reger at x2393.

'Mexico, the Caribbean, or Central America

Times are valid through Thursday, March 25
Prices are $3.99 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 649-5491
,

Watching Daria Conference

:

Europe $160 one way
other world destinations cheap
book tickets online www.airtech.com
or (212) 219-7000

Ice Cream Truck Drivers
Sell Good Humor and Haagen Dazs Ice Cream from one
of our vending trucks. Male or female, retirees or anyone.
Come meet others like yourself that net $950-$1125
weekly. Routes in your area. We will deliver to you. Bring
a friend. Apply now, not in April, Call Monday - Saturday, 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM (800) 899-1009.
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Huskymania: One Fan's Perspective
UConn fs Landmark

Victory Has Swept Up The State's Emotions

BY GORDON MANN

theme song of "your Hartford Whalers,"
it is evident that old fans die hard. I know
we have the Hartford Wolfpack now.
While the AHL is certainly entertaining,
If you are not a UConn fan, than there affordable hockey, the empty seats at the
is a chance that you are confused by all Civic Center show that something is
the excitement of "Huskymania" that missing from the Mall since the NHL
has swept the state. It might strike you and the Whale left town.
as odd that a collegiate athletic title
Football: The Patriots may eventually
would be such a large source of pride and erase the moniker that the Whalers carhoopla (excuse the pun). "Huskymania" ried as Connecticut's only men's profesalso might strike some people as annoy- sional sports team. 1 am certainly
ing. Perhaps you are sick of fhe white, excited by the prospect that Drew
tongue-lolling husky dog head insignia Bledsoe and his crew may be moving
that is everywhere right now (Quick alongside the Connecticut river (althought: aren't dogs like that more com- though I am actually a Buccaneers and
mon in the Yukon, than at UConn?). Per- Browns fan...talk about painful), but I
haps you're certain that UCann't take also still have my doubts. What if the
any more "Huskymania" and the next NFL doesn't approve the move, or if the
time someone tells you about the Con- site can't be cleaned up, or if anything
necticut Men's basketball team you're else happens?
going to P-UConn them. Well, I thought
For many football fans west of New
I might try to offer some insight into why Haven especially in Fairfield County,
this Huskymania has taken over the which sometimes seems more like a part
Nutmeg State.
of New York (I live just west of New HaFirst, I should mention I am not from ven now), their home team is the New
Connecticut and am not a UConn fan (in York Giants or the "J-E-T-S Jets, jetsjets."
ESPN.COM
fact, I'm partial to Syracuse). I lived all However, rooting for the Giants or Jets Try as they might, Duke was no match for the Huskies.
over the country and my sport alle- whose name is from the neighboring
giances reflect this to some extent. So I state and actually plays in a state that
can look at "Huskymania" from an doesn't even border Connecticut does
outsider's perspective. I am, however, a not exactly put Connecticut on the
big sports fan; and when Mike Francesa sports map.
on the "Mike and the Mad Dog" radio
Baseball: Again, I realize that fan alleshow (WFAN 660 in NYC- good stuff) giance is somewhat split between the
recently mentioned some kind of "infe- New York Yankees and the Boston Red
riority feeling" that Connecticut might Sox. 1 think (though 1 may be wrong) if
fee! in the sports world, I have to agree you took a poll, most fans in Connectithat Connecticut's place in the four ma- cut would pledge loyalty to the Sox. In
jor sports might shed some light onto the that case, these fans have certainly sufrecent outbreak of "Huskyfever," Sub- fered in the past eight decades. Babe
mitted for your approval...
Ruth, Bucky Dent, many Yankee -titles,
Hockey: Although the Hartford Whal- the Mets in 1986 (as a Mets fan I had to
ers never made the Stanley Cup and were get that in there), Mo Vaughn, Roger
not exactly a winning organization, their Clemens.... There's no need to go on. Red
fans are extremely loyal. I use the present Sox fans are perhaps one of the most
tense "are" because some of these fans loyal groups of fans in all of sports. They
refuse to stop rooting for the Blue and have also been some of the most tortured
Green even though they moved south to fans.
Carolina two years ago. If you need any
I know many great baseball players
evidence of this, just do a web search for may have come from Connecticut- Jeff
a site called the "Whale Revolution" (1 Bagwell from Killingworth and UHart,
think it's at www.whalerevolution.com- Mo Vaughn in Norwalk, etc. However,
;I also think 1 need to get out more). Vis- this probably doesn't pad the blow much
ESPN.COM
iting this site, complete with its various (especially with these two former Red UConn's Richard Hamilton and Khalid
renditions of the "Brassy Bonanza" Sox), To illustrate my point, let me throw Ei-Amin embrace after the victory.
a name at you: Joe DiMaggio. What state finally smile when a season ends. And
comes to mind? I'd be surprised if it was I'm sure these fans, like Trinity's Matt
California, even though that was where Wong '00, do smile. And make t-shirts.
And hang signs in their cars on the highJoltin'Joe grew up.
Basketball: The New York/Boston di- way. And combine dance songs with
vision probably exists here too, among Bryant Gumbel voice-overs celebrating
NBA fans with the Knicks and Celtics the title victory (No, I'm not making that
who are the most successful team in one up).
terms of total titles (One can only guess
And they deserve it.
whether the New England Blizzard
1 won't be hypocritical and pretend I
could have captured state wide support am now a Husky fan. But I did cheer sinsince the women's ABL closed shop last cerely and actively as Rip Hamilton sung
year). However, in Connecticut, basket- sweet jumper after sweet jumper over the
ball has always meant college basket- outstretched Duke defense and as Rickey
ball, whether it's the Men or Lady Moore showed the value of quick feet on
Huskies. The Lady Huskiesareoneof the defense. While 1 am not going to name
most impressive programs in the coun- my first child Jim Calhoun Mann after
try. The Men, however have had their UConn's coach (that honor is already reshare of heartbreaks. Christian Laettner served for Mets infielder Edgardo
at the buzzer. Florida against Donyell Alfonzo-won't my parents be surprised),
Marshall in the elite eight. And that I am glad to see UConn win,
haunting stab, "You guys may rack up
I read recently where someone (I think
wins BUT you can't make the final four."
If you scored well on the SAT, GRE, GMAT, LSAT,
it was Wilt Chamberlain) said someI'll admit it. I've used this taunt to tor- thing to the effect that he admired more
MCAT, or DAT and would like to help others do the
ment
UConn fans as they have rooted for the heart of those who have repeatedly
same, teach for Kaplan. Kaplan offers paid training,
their beloved Huskies, watched them roll suffered horribly tough loses and keep
immediate placement and flexible schedules.
through the Big East and watch them get trying than those who always win. My
Call today for teaching positions in your area!
promptly beaten in the 3rd or 4th round experiences as an athlete and.a fan have
by a team that didn't even win their regu- taught me a lot about those tough, heartlar season conference title. Like Red Sox rending loses when you sweat, grind,
fans, these guys are loyal followers fight, and bleed only to come up shortthrough it all.
again. UConn men's basketball and the
And now it has finally paid off for the Connecticut sports fan have endured
Connecticut sports fan. Through all the that too. For that, I can smile at their reWhalers, bad Red Sox trades, and disap- cent title and say congratulations to the
pointing Patriot loses on Super Bowl new champs of March Madness, they
www.jobs.kaplan.com
EOE M/F
Sunday, the Connecticut sports fan can certainly deserve it.
y Sports Writer

got chalk?

Teach for Kaplan.

KAPLAN

1-88S-KAPLAN-2
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Nothing Soft About These Bantams
big hit in the sixth which iced the game
for Trinity. This was Trinity's ninth win
Sports Writer
of the season. The win gave the Bantams
a 97 record, while the Falcons dropped
Over the past few weeks, the Trinity to 4-4.
Softball team has played a slew of games.
The Bantams then received a sting
Results have been mixed, but as they dis- against St.Joseph's. A huge fourth inning
played on Sunday, the Bantams always won the game for the St. Joe's Bluejays, as
show up to win. The Bantams, now 9-10 they handed Trinity their first loss at
are eyeing the post-season, and have home by a score of 4-2. An RBI double
fought hard in the past weeks to be from Karoline Palin put St. Joe's on the
where they are now.
board and 3 other hits that same inning
The Bantams were 8-5 going into their gave the Bluejays the 4 runs that won the
,
April 3rd double header away against game.
Amherst. Amherst pitcher Lauren
In the losing effort, Trinity's Luz had
Peloquin tossed a pair of complete game an RBI double in the first inning, and
shutouts to lead the Amherst College Mase scored for the Bantams in the sixth
Lady Jeffs to a sweep of the Bantams. off a Stjoe's error to give Trinity its only
Trinity fell to 8-7 for the season, while two runs. The win improved the
Amherst improved to 12-4. Pitcher Beth Bluejays' record to 9-7, while the Ban..Mooradian '00 pitched well in both out- tams dropped to 9-8.
ings, holding Amherst to only a handful
A strong Keene State College squad
of hits per game. However, the Trinity defeated the Bants this past Sunday in a
bats could not find the holes it needed double header at Trinity. In Game 1, the
in the Amherst defense.
Bantams dropped an 11-1 decision and
The first game was a tightly contested were held to only three hits for the game.
battle from the opening pitch, with For Trinity, Luz went 2 for 3 with an RBI
Mooradian matching Peloquin inning for and a double, while Mase and Liz
inning. The game was scoreless through Bontempo '02 both chipped in one hit
the Bantam fifth before Amherst broke apiece in the losing effort. Pitcher Carrah
through on a sacrifice fly by catcher Fisk was the driving force for the Owls,
Meghan Nelson '01. Trinity threatened striking out 6, and collecting a single and
in the seventh inning but did not score 2 home runs, totalling 4 RBIs. The score
does not reflect the Bantams' overall efand managed just six hits in the game.
In the second game, Trinity had only fort. Trinity was solid in the defensive
one hit by shortstop Tricia Mase '01. department, especially Mase, who made
Amherst scored twice in the second and a sensational diving play, throwing a
third'innings while notching just five baserunner out from her knees.
hits off Mooradian.
Ill Game 2, Keene State came out on
.Trinity returned home on April 6th top again, this time ending with a final
after a grueling 13 game road schedule. score of 10-2. The Owls finished with 14
Trinity's Mooradian scattered seven hits hits to the Bantams' 5. Mase led Trinity
and didn't allow a walk as the Bantams with 2 hits, and Claire Bullock '02, Sadefeated the Falcons of Albertus Magnus rah Bradley '02, and Mooradian contribby a score of 3-0. Caitlin Luz '00 had a uted 1 each. The win improved the Owls'
BY MATT PURUSHOTHAM

l]eave your Mark...
Tell your story...
COUAGB JtMU*AM

Sunday, April 18
On the Main Quad, the Cave Patio
or in Mather Lobby
From 11:00 AM -3:00 PM

or
Wednesday, April 21 in the
Mather Dining Hall
5:00 PM -7:30 PM

Bring your emu memorabilia
Pictures, photos, 1 copies of
photos
Well supply fabric, magazines
and more!!!!

record to 10-7, while the Bantams fell to
9-10.
With just 6 games before the post season, the Bantams would like to rack up
some victories. Strong play from their
upperclassmen leaders will be key. CoCaptains Emily Clarke '99 and Meredith
Tarbell '99 will have to lead the team to

victory. In addition, Mooradian will have
to keep bringing the heat. Teammates
have cited strong play from Bontempo as
being vital to their victories thus far as
well. If all the pieces fit together, the Bantams can look forward to a successful
post season, and that is something that
would please this team a great deal.

Men's Crew In Stride
Academy.
This past Saturday,Trinity Men's Crew
ETIENNE LEBAILLY
continued a season of excellence with a
Sports Writers
strong showing in Worcester, Massachusetts. Racing against Umass, Williams,
In the last three weekends, the Trinity and Holy Cross, the Men's team again
Men's Crew Team has been working hard swept their competition. The Novice
and racing well. Three weeks ago, nu- four, coxed by Cassie Hallam '02, and
merous rowing-related chat groups consisting of Mat Silver '02, Doug Lake
questioned why Trinity Crew was '02, Reed Whitman '02, and Taylor
headed for the San Diego Crew Classic Wolfe'02 were again successful in their
in Mission Bay. On the weekend of May race. The Novice eight also prevailed,
27th the Varsity Lightweight and Heavy- with a strong showing from coxswain
weight eights answered all questions Alex Delanghe '02, and rowers Matt
with two excellent medal-performances. Banas '02, Mike Sayre '02, Jam ie Granum
These were the first San Diego Crew '02, Stephen Baxter '02, Ben Davis '02,
Classic medals in Trinity Crew's history. Matt Guidi '02, Jamie Devine '02, and
The Lightweights put out a strong per- Mark Danzeisen '02. The Varsity Lightformance, besting all of a national field, weights produced an impressive 13-secexcept Yale and Penn, two perennial ond victory in a strong tailwind over
lightweight rowing powers. The Heavy- Holy Cross, with the UMass crew in a
weight boat also established themselves distant third. Coxswain Jen Clark '02
as national Division III contenders by best described the race when she complacing second in the Cal Cup to Sacra- manded her crew "to twist the knife."
The Varsity Lights brought home the
mento State.
By ROBERT DEEGAN AND

...groups questioned why Trinity Crew was headed
for the San Diego Crew Classic... the Varsity
Lightweight and Heavyweight eights answered all
questions with two excellent medal-performances.
The following weekend, Trinity
opened their dual racing season with a
irforning of strong racing at the Coast
Guard Academy in New London, Connecticut. For the first time in four years,
both teams were pleased to see calm conditions on the course at the mouth of the
Thames River. The Novice men's four
and eight, led by coach Stew Stokes,
started the day by dominating their competition with impressive open-water
wins. The Varsity Lightweight men followed the Novice lead by pulling-off
another open-water win over Coast
Guard's strong second-Varsity boat. The
Heavyweights finished a men's sweep in
New London with two dramatic races.
Their first race was called-off with only
three hundred meters remaining, due to
a minor collision between the boats. After retur ning to the start line and restart- .
ing their race, Trinity proved themselves
the stronger crew. This Trinity Men's race
marked the first time since 1970 thatthe
Men's team has swept their longtime rivals, the United States Coast Guard

Lewis Cup for the first time since 1994.
The Varsity Heavyweights again raced
twice to develop as much racing experience as possible. In their first race, they
brought the Downes-Mason Cup back to
Hartford with an open-water victory
over Holy-Cross and UMass. Their second race was against a traditionally
strong Varsity Heavyweight Crew from
Williams College. The Heavyweight
Bantams prevailed with a fierce final
three hundred meters to again win by
open-water. This was a second straight
sweep for the Trinity Men's Crew Team.
Head Coach Steve Fluhr says he has
been very impressed with the early season success of the Trinity men. Fluhr
also stated that the real test comes for the
Trinity team this Sunday in Boston,
where the Varsity Lightweights and Varsity Heavyweights both face three time
defending Nationa-1 Champions, Boston-.
-.College and UNH, respectively. This
Sunday, April 18* is likely to be Trinity's
biggest test before:the New England
C h a m p i o n s h i p s . ;

'.-•;•;•' , ' •',,•' : _ [ •

One Stop Shop - All repairs and maintenance on all
vehicles...cars, trucks, 4x4's, imports, & diesels.
Your Satisfaction is Guaranteed!

Hillside Automotive Center
54 Hillside Avenue Hartford, CT 06106

Call (860)951-1083
Open Monday thru Friday 7:30am to 5:30pm
We provide rides to & from work, school, or home
within 10 mile radius.
Directions:
Take College Terrace to Zion Street,
at light go straight on Catherine Street,
take first right onto Hillside Avenue,
Hillside Automotive is located 6 blocks down on the right.

4
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Women's Lax: Undefeated And Refusing To Stop
\ BY AMANDA MARSH
jLjf Sports Writer

The Women's Lacrosse team
had a big week as they approached mid season. Returning from a less than glamorous
bus tour of the east, where they
defeated Cabrini College in
Philadelphia (19-9), Washington and Lee University in Virginia (17-6), SUNY Fredonia
(31-4) handily, the team was
coming together nicely. The
five seniors on the team, CoCaptains Alixjohnston '99 and
Whitney Scarlett '99, Nancy
Dwyer'99, Camilla Love '99,and
Dorothy Cavanaugh '99 lead the

the game tied at 5 at the half, the
Lady Bantams came out strong,
shutting down Connecticut and
winning 14-7. Jacobs changed
the momentum of the game just
after the half with a fantastic
goal. Scarlett, Cavanaugh, and
Smith led the offense with 3
goals each. Close behind were
Johnston and Dwyer with two
goals each. Derosier came out
with 14 saves.
The week was not over for the
team, however. They played on
Friday and Saturday against
Colby and Bates respectively,
who had traveled down from
Maine to face Trinity and Connecticut College. Cavanaugh,
Dwyer, and Scarlett led the Ban-

there lead, winning 16-13.
The weekend was far from
over, though. The team faced
Bates Saturday afternoon. Excited over the men's victory moments before, the women were
ready to come out strong. After
leading 10-3 at the half, the Bantams were able to keep their

Returning from a less than glamorous
bus tour of the east...the team was coming
together nicely.
team through the midfield and
attack. Quinn Smith'01 and Jessica Martin '00 complete the
midfield with Melissa Marlette
playing '01 low attack. Goalkeeper Katie Derosier '00, along
with Kristin Arnold '00 and
Daphne deDominicis '00, and
Mary Jacobs '01 head up the defense.
Once back on campus, the
team was then to face league rival Tufts at home. Once again
the Bantams came out on top,
defeating thejumbos 13-9. After a brief hiatus, the team got
back down to business. Knowing that any easy games were
behind them, the Lady Bantams
prepared intensely for the week
ahead.
On Tuesday the team traveled
to New London to face the Connecticut College Camels. With

tarns with 4 goals each.
Johnston had two goals and
Smith contributed 1. Defensive
midfielder Love got on the
Scoreboard with 1 goal. At halftime, the Lady Bantams were
ahead 11-6. Colby went on a 7
point scoring streak, cutting
Trinity's margin of victory to
only three; Derosier came up
with an amazing 17 saves.
The team had a difficult time
keeping up with Colby player
Kristina Stahl, who was described by assistant coaches
Lisa Tenerowicz and Kate Mason as being "the fastest girl they
had ever seen." After the Colby
goalie would make a save, Stahl
would enter the crease, pick up
the ball, and sprint all the way
down the field, beating the Bantams in a foot race. Fortunately,
Trinity was able to hold on to

*'J-.J

momentum up, defeating Bates
14-7. DeDominicis came up
with a huge save when goal
keeper Derosier fouled and was
sent behind the shooter on a
free position. With no keeper in
the cage, deDominicis succeeded in blocking the shot
from going in the net.Johnston

led the scorers with 4 goals,
Scarlett had 3, Cavanaugh,
Marlette, and Dwyer each had 2
goals. These games put the
women half way through their
season with a record of 7-0.
This week they face Wesleyan
away in Middletown and host
Williams at noon on Saturday.
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Lady Bantams look towards the rest of the season with high expectations.

CYPRESS ARMS
RESTAURANT AND SPORTS BAR
136 Park Road, West Hartford, CT 236-5700

•

10 TV's, 3 Satelite Systems

• Great Menu - Priced Right

•

Full NCAA Coverage

• Monday and Wednesday
$1.00 Mini Bugers (No Take Out)

•

Daily Happy Hour Drink Specials
and free food from 3 P.M. to 7 P.M.

9

Customer Appreciation Night Last Thursday of every month
Free buffet starting at 6 P.M.

• Tuesday and Thursday
$0.25 Wing Night (No Take Out)
•

Bud and Coors Light
Downstairs Special $5.00 Pitchers

Watch Your Favorite Team
Enjoy Time with Friends and Make New Friends

At the Cypress Arms
Patrons Must Be At Least 21 Years Old

BANTAM fanEARE
This Week in Sports

//a£s o/T" to Connecticut's own Huskies, this year's NCAA National Champions. Their
roller-coaster ride of a season ended on March 29th with an improbable victory over highly
favored Duke. Experts had all but conceded the game to the Blue Devils, yet Head Coach
Jim Calhoun and MVP R ichard Hamilton had other plans. The Huskies shocked the world
with their 77-74 win, quenching the thirsts of Men's Basketball fans everywhere. What's
next for UConn? Only time will tell, but this is a team that looksdestined to stay on top.

Trinity Sports Etc.
Sarinor Soarts Schedule

Mens lacrosse
4/14 vs. Amherst
4/17 vs. Wesleyan

4/14 vs. Albertus Magnus
4/17 vs. Tufts
Track and Field
Conn. College Invitational
Softball
4/14 @ Tekyo Post
4/17 (2J Eastern Connecticut

Womens Lacrosse
4/14 @ Wesleyan
4/17 vs. Williams
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Baseball Is Grading On A Curve
New England's Top-Ranked Team Is Scorching The Competition
BY STARK TOWNEND

Sports Editor

The Trinity Baseball team
has gotten off to an outstanding
start, continuing from their extremely successful 1998 campaign. With a record of 14-3
and a number one ranking in
New England, the Bantams are
well on their way to an impressive season, if their play thus far
is any indication. The victories
have come from all types of different parties on this Bantam
squad, and that fact, coupled
with this team's dominant
pitching staff, is enough to
throw fear into any opposing
squad.
Over Spring Break, the Bantams defeated Coast Guard by
an impressive margin of 19-0.
Steve Cella '02, also known for
his ability on the gridiron, went
4 for 6 with 5 RBI, further indicating the athletic prowess
which is turning heads around
the NESCAC. Jarrett Bayliss '01
recorded the sh;utoujjpr_the.
Bantams, illustrating that his
freshman success was far from
a fluke.
The following day, the Bantams headed right into
NESCAC play, taking both sides
of a doubleheader from rival
Bowdoin. Always a stalwart
leader on this team, Kirk
Chisholm '99 hit 4 for 5 on the
afternoon, as the Bantams won
14-6 and then 17-1. GregSpanos
'02 earned his first ever collegiate victory in the first game,
while Brendan Moss '00 got his

second win of the year in the
second game. Ranked second in
New England after this victory,
the Bantams headed into a more
competitive portion of their
schedule, determined to prove
their right to be number 1.
That test would come against
always powerful Amherst in

defeated record, and accented
the fact that he is arguably one
of the best young pitchers in Division 111. The Bantams dropped
the second game, however, as
Tri-Captain Jim Klocek '00 took
the defeat for Trinity.
With a record of 12-2, Trinity
matched up against Worcester

The Bantams rally at the plate after a Jim Klocek grand slam.

another doubleheader on April
3rd. The first of the two games
was a true nail-biter, as Bayliss
pitched a 6 hit beauty, leading
Trinity to a 3-2 win. The victory
further augmented Bayliss' un-

Polytechnic Institute on April
5lh, and made quick work of an
overmatched WP1 squad. Moss
supplied the fire power for the
Bantams, improving his record
to 3-0, while Klocek added the

offensive spark that powered
Trinity to victory, as he went 3
for 5, including a grand slam.
Cella also added one RBI, showing the flashes of brilliance that
this team will need in the future
from the freshman.
Now armed with the number
one ranking in New England,
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the Bantams hosted NESCAC
rival Wesleyan over the weekend, looking to improve on their
13-2 mark. Wesleyan was
ranked number 3 coming into
the doubleheader with Trinity,

and would pose a serious threat
to the Bantams.
But Bayliss once again came
through for the Bantams in
game one, showing the fact that
he is clearly this team's ace. Allowing only two hits while
sending seven batters back to
the dugout on strikes, Bayliss
improved his record to a blistering 6-0. Andrew Freimuth '02
added a homerun in the second
inning, highlighting Trinity's
four run spurt which would
eventually prove to be the difference in the game.
Game two slipped away from
the Bantams, however, as
Wesleyan'sjonathan Miller survived a slugfest by a score of 1612. Brian Powell '00 came up on
the short end for Trinity, emerging as the unlucky individual
who took the loss in such a wild
game. The defeat gave the Bantams a 14-3 record, yet will most
likely not knock them from the
top spot in New England. Not only are these Bantams
number one in the region, but
they are ranked 7lhnationally in
Division III; arid they continue
to serve notice to the rest of the
NESCAC that they are the team
to beat. If Bayliss continues his
dominant pitching, and the
likes of Chisholm and Klocek
keep powering pitches over the
outfield fences, this team is in
store for a long and prosperous
ride into the post season. Last
year, the Bantams rode their success deep into the playoffs. They
appear to be firing on all cylindersagainthiscampaign. Come
out to support this proud team.

Men's Lacrosse Sticks It To The Competition
BY ROB MORSE AND
DAMON FRANCIS

Sports Writers

The Trinity Bantams Men's
Lacrosse team has already enjoyed a memorable year after six
eventful games. The Bantams
dominated Western New England with a decisive 19-7 win
at home, days before heading
out on a Spring Break adventure in California. In California
the team practiced with enthusiasm in preparation for their
East/West showdown against
the undefeated Whittier Poets.
The Poets were entering their
final game of the season against
Trinity and seemed to think
their momentum would be unstoppable. Their confidence
was quickly suppressed however, after the Bantams played a
highly emotional, first quarter
and took a five-goal lead. Matt
Jerry '00 was a stalwart force in
the net who was determinednot to let anything past his
stick. The Bantam attackmen
complemented a superior defense with equally fierce play.
Mark Tassie '01, Bobby Souers

'00, and Alex Ullman "00 all
made immediate contributions
"to the game by scoring almost
all of the first-half goals. However, the Poets did not falter, and
they eventually caught up to
•Trinity late in the fourth quarter which put the game into
overtime. Unfortunately for.
Whittier, Souers drove to the net
only thirteen seconds into overtime to make the game winning
shot and end it 11-10.
The fatigued Bantams then
returned home to play the Tufts
Jumbos (2-4) the following Saturday. The undefeated Bantams
were clearly unprepared to
compete, and Tufts immediately jumped out to a four-goal
lead in the first quarter. The
Bantams eventually made a
comeback with some impressive goals by the attack, as well
as midfielders Dave Achteroff
'01 and Regan Schmergal '01.
However, their last-minute efforts came up short and the
Bantams lost 10-7. At a reception following the game, Captain Will Stengal '99 admitted,
"Wejust came out flat and never
kicked our game into gear."
After the tough loss to Tufts,

a team that has not won a
NESCAC game in four years, the
Bantams sorely needed.to regroup against Springfield College on Thursday night.
Current NCAA polls rank
Springfield as the 17'h Division
.III college lacrosse program in
the country, and Trinity knew
they had their hands full playing the team on their turf and
in their stadium. Last season
Trinity lost a heartbreaker in
overtime to Springfield, and
avenging that loss of a year ago
was a. priority for head coach
Mike Darr. Thirty seconds into
the match, Ullman, gave the
Bantams what would end up
being their only lead in the contest. Springfield's transition offense wore down the Bantam
defense, and the first half ended
with Trinity trailing 10-5. A capacity crowd in Springfield's
stadium watched a banged up
Trinity squad lose by the final
score of 22 to 11.

In desperate need of a win to
stop the two game tailspin, the
Bantams' next faced Colby on
Saturday afternoon. They had
beaten Colby in overtime the
previous year and ended that

Mike Engel '00 sprints past his Colby
defender in Saturday's win.

school's hopes of a NCAA tournament bid, so emotions were
understandably
high.
Midfielder Mike Engel '00
started the game by winning his
first of seven consecutive face
offs and putting the ball in the
hands of the Bantam offense.
The first Trinity goal was again
scored by Ullman in the second
minute, and the Bantams would
not look back after that. Stengal
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praised the play of Jerry as one
of the keys to the game, as he
stopped twenty shots in the first
half alone. Midfielder John
Harrelson '00 scored the game
winner on a pass from Souers in
the final minute of the game.
The Bantams' record after six
games now is 4-2 with Amherst
their next opponent at home on
Wednesday. It should prove to
be an excellent match-up.

